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Communities living in areas prone to storms, floods and earthquakes are most vulnerable and the first to
sufferfrom the impact of a disasters that can leave behind a trail of death and destruction. Yet, many devastating
effects of natural hazards can be prevented by enhancing the capacity of the communities to respond, as it isthese
communities who areon the front line when itcomes to fending offthe immediate impactsof calamities.

The Gol-UNDP DRM Programme is striving to enhance the capacities for disaster preparedness of the
communities in 176 multi-hazard prone districts in 17 States. As part of the programme various agencies have
imparted specialized training to community members in areas such as survival techniques, first aid, causality
management and mock drills.

Civil society organizations, including NGOs, are critical to the sustenance of various community capacity
building initiatives. This training module aims at strengthening the capacities of the NGOs working in the area of
disaster management to support the community based disaster riskmanagement initiatives.

The module is a result of the effort of field practitioners, partners collaborating in disaster management as
wellas discussions held on the Un'sSolution Exchange knowledge platform.The module isintended to act as'guidance
tool'for NGOs who intend to work with thecommunities in the area of sustainable risk reduction.

Themodulewaspiloted inthe StatesofTamil Nadu and Uttarakhand and the feedback received from these trainings
has been used to revise the initial draft.

We are hopeful that the module will be found useful by NGOs and help them continue supporting the
communities in their efforts of being better prepared.

Rajiv Kumar
Director NDM III &Deputy National Project Director
GOI-UNDP DRMProgramme
Ministry of Home Affairs,Government of India

Deirdre Boyd
Country Director
United Nations Development Programme
New Delhi
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Training Module for Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) on DRM

Introduction to the module

Increasingly disasters are posing a threat to the livesand livelihoodsof millions of people in India.
Droughts, floods, earthquakes, cyclones and landslides have hit the country with grim regularity
year after year.Between 1994and 2003, disasters both natural and human induced disasters have
claimed around 68,671 livesand affected an average of 68 million each year in that decade. (Source:
Center for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED).

With an increase in the number of disasters causing huge loss to life and property, the urgency of
developing and imbibing a 'culture of prevention' is of prime importance. This culture harnesses
human potential with adequate skill, knowledge and confidence to cope with the severe impacts of
various hazards. There has been a paradigm shift in our approach to Disaster Management during
the last one decade. The shift is from a relief centric approach to a multi-dimensional endeavour
involving diverse scientific, engineering, financialand social processes to adopt a multi-disciplinary
and multi- sectoral method. The role of NGOs in this context therefore assumes added significance.

Experiences have shown that some of the most successful risk reduction initiatives have involved
communities in understanding the hazards of that locality and designing an appropriate response

plan.The Community Based Disaster Preparedness and Response Plans transform vulnerable groups
into disaster resilient communities. NGOs play a key role in facilitating and supporting the

community in the development of Community Based Disaster Management Plans to build it into a
disaster resilient unit.

••.T-jdiij.i.m-.M. Overview

The main purpose of the training module is to highlight a process of local capacity building

for the purpose of risk reduction. It also aims at training NGOs to help the community in
development of a contingency plan at their level and enable them to learn to manage disasters and
to cope with it effectively.

The audience of this module includes members of the development sector and people

working in the field of Disaster Risk Reduction. The main focus of the target audience is to work with
the local communities to reduce their vulnerabilities.

TTTlTliTr '
Education: 10+2 and above

Experience in Disaster Management: None to little
Job skills:Capable ofcarrying out a given work with proper supervision.
Knowledge: Extensive knowledge on local level vulnerabilities and coping mechanisms.
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Number of Davs: 3 Da

lementation Modalities:

This training module can be used by State Institute of Rural Development (SIRD), Administrative
Training Institutes (ATls) and other training institutes. Organizations interested in training their Disaster Risk
Management practitioners can also use this module to have a better understanding on the subject.The total
number of participants in each training programme could range from 30-40 depending on the resources
available. The resource persons for these training programmes can be drawn from trained faculties of State
Institutes of Rural Development (SIRDs) and Administrative Training Institutes (ATls) and experts having
experience in Disaster Management. This training module can be implemented as a specialized training
programme.

Languageof

The resource materials available will be in English. However, discussions heldduring the training can
be inthe local languageforbetter understanding.Thefacilitators ofthe trainingprogrammecantranslatethe
material in their local language ifat all there isa need for it.

raining Methods

Themodule is intendedto caterto the requirements ofthe targetaudience i.e NGOs for self-learning
and participation in the training. The following training methods can be used during training for effective
implementation of the module.The methods suggested are:

1. Lectures

2. Groupdiscussions
3. Simulation/Role play
4. Demonstrations

5. Screening ofvideo films
6. Practical Field exposure
7. Selfassessment

The module consists of two parts. Part 1 tries to cover general information about DisasterRisk Rits
Management while Part II highlights the 'when', 'why' and 'how' of contingency planning, emphasizing the
importance of the process necessary to arrive at an effective plan. It describes an approach which is
participatory and ongoing and suggests mechanisms whichcan beestablished in-country to update the plan
and maintain the preparedness process.This section sets out a model format for a contingency plan.These
guidelinesstressthat the plan is the product of the processand would constantlybe changed and updated
based on the requirement. Nevertheless the plan has an importance as a working tool and thus, some
guidance on the best approach to design the plan is required.

hePartn J

Forsuccessful implementation of the module, there isa need to identify the partners who playan important
role. Inthis context, the key partners could be various training institutes such as National Institute of Disaster
management (NIDM), State Institutes of Rural Development (SIRDs) and Administrative Training Institutes
(ATls), Government Departments, NGOs, and resource centers for eg.Tamil NaduTsunami Resource Center.
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Learning Outcomes

Aftercompleting the training, participants willbeableto:
1. Define and differentiate various terminologies of DM withappropriate examples.
2. Identify partners whoplayan important roleinthe planningprocess.
3. Understand the institutional mechanism available in India in the field of DRR.
4. Understand the process of preparation of plans and mockdrill.
5. Understand needs and damage assessment.
6. Identitythe roleof NGOs inpre,during &post disaster scenarios.

Evaluation

The module has been sufficiently supported with illustrations, case studies etc. for better
understanding and to make ita good guide/reading for the target audience. List of references hasalsobeen
mentioned at the endofthe module which would help the participants gather in-depth knowledge ofthe
subject.

An evaluation and feedbackform has been attached so that participants share sessionwisefeedbackon the
module. Participants need to fill the form on a daily basis so that the feedback received from them would be
fresh in their mind andthis would further help moderators/writers improve thequality ofthemodule.

Training Module for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster Risk Reduction



PART -1



SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Introduction

75 minutes

Opening Remarks / Welcome by key stakeholders in the

orientation process.

Clarify the target group and purpose of the training.

Overview of the OrientationWorkshop:

a. Scope and relevance
b. Training methodology: Question and answer nature of the

training
c. Limitations of the training

FinalOutcome: Description of the participant's final exercise

Training Evaluation:The need for training and the importance

of participant feedback

Participant and training team's introduction and

understanding the expectation's of the participants.

Ground rules,logistical informationand the resource desk.

The session is crucial as it gives an overview of the purpose and
methodology ofthe training.The session introduces the organizers,the
resource team, participants, training schedule and content, and
administrative and logistical matters. Itgives the participant an insight
into the scope, relevance and limitations of the training programme.
Beingthe first session of the training, it also develops a bond between
the participants and the resource team.
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SESSION

Pur'ii'Sipiini
Workbook ,nrfWcWuWlbn

Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end of the session, the participants willbe able to:

• Identify the organizers, the resource/facilitation team, and all

the participants present during the training.

• Identify and describe the:

o Training purpose, objectives and methodology

o Training agenda and session descriptions

o Training Materials

o Limitations of the training

o Need for the training and understand the expectations of
the participants and the importance of participant's
feedback.

o Administrative and logistical information

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussions, games

Approximate Duration: 75 minutes

Training Module for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster Risk Management



What is Disaster Risk

Management (DRM)

Duration 75 minutes '

Main Points

Importance of

this session

• Hazards are a part of our natural and human systems in India,

Asia and the world.

• Disaster is the result of the inter-relationship between

hazards, vulnerabilities and capacities. So is disaster risk

management and reduction.

• India is a multi-hazard prone country, with multiple

stakeholders working to manage and reduce disaster risks.

• There is a trend in the field of DRM in India and thus there is a

need to move from response to preparedness and from

emergency management to risk reduction.

• Understand the vulnerability profile of India

The session is the first formal and focussed coverage on the
participant's core area of work in DRM. It will clarify the use of DRM

related concepts and applications and will put the work ofstakeholders

in perspective. Bygiving suitable examples, the participants will be able

to have an apt understanding of the terminologies that are normally
used to understand the topic ofDRM.

Training Module for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster Risk Management



02
SESSION

Management (DRM)?

Participant Notes J

Enabling Objectives

At the end of the session, the participants will be able to:

a) Describe the following related to DRM:

a. Concepts: Disaster, Hazards, Vulnerability, Capacity,
DisastersandRisk.

b. DisasterTypes: Natural and Human Induced

c. Natural Hazard Profile of India: Earthquakes, Floods and

Cyclones

d. DRM phases and types of intervention.

e. Social, economic, and environmental impacts of disasters.

f. Approaches: disasters development and disaster risk

reduction; and

g. Issues related to the formal and operational use of DRM
terminologies in thedisaster and development sector.

b) Identify trends related to DRM in India, Asiaand World.

c) Identify existing and upcoming resources and references for
the DRM practitioner's advanced learning needs.

d) Understand various hazards that the Indian sub-continent is

prone to.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture cum discussion method and sharing of experience.

Approximate duration: 75 minutes

Training Module for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster RiskManagement



Reading Material for the session:

Introduction: Natural disasters affect all.However, the nature of impact varies based on the coping capacity of

those affected and the vulnerability of the areas they live in. There has been an increase in the number of
natural disasters over the past few years, and with it, increasing losson account of urbanization and population
growth. As a result, the impact of natural disasters isnow felt to a greater extent. The year 2004-2005 has been
witness to a series of natural and human induced disasters. The Tsunami in Asia and Africa (26'" December
2004) killed over 200,000 precious lives and left millions homeless, grief- stricken and traumatized. The

hurricanes Rita and Katrina in United States of America (26"1 August and November 2005) killed more than
1,200 lives and displacedover 1 million.The massive earthquake that struckKashmir (8'" October, 2005) killed
at least 73,000 and left more than 3.3 million people homeless.

According to the United Nations, in 2001 alone, natural disasters of medium to high range caused at
least 25,000 deaths around the world, which was more than double the previous year. Economic losses were to
the tune of US $ 36 billion. These figures would be much higher, if the consequences of the many small and

unrecorded disasters that cause significant losses at the local community level were to be also taken into
account. It is in this background that the United Nations General Assembly, in 1989, declared the decade 1990

2000 as the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction with the objective to reduce loss of life and
property and restrict socio- economic damage through continuous action, especially in developing countries.

Eventhough these disasters occurred in various places and among different populations, they shared
a common factor, that is, it was always the community who is the 'first responder,' and who suffered the most

during and after a disaster..Though disasters cannot be stopped, we can endeavour to reduce its effects to the
extent possible to avoid a humanitarian crisis. In order to understand the issue better let us first discuss the

vulnerability profile of India.

Beforewe go into more detail, it is important to understand the meaning of various concepts, definitions,
trends and practices that we would use very frequently during the training.

Concepts and definitions, trends and practices j1

2.1 What is a Disaster?

The term disaster owes its origin to the French word "Desastre" which is a combination of two words 'des'
meaning bad and 'aster' meaning star. Thus, the term refers to 'Bad or Evil star'. Disaster can be defined as "a

serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society causing widespread human, material,

economic or environmental losses which exceed the ability of the affected community or society to cope using
its own resources."(Source: Reducing Disaster Risk,UNDP2004).

Some of the recent regional disasters include the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004

that affected parts of Asia and Africa and the South Asian Earthquake in 2005

which affected Pakistan and India. Some recent ones in India were the flash floods

in Rajasthan in 2006, Mumbai (Maharashtra) and Vadodara (Gujarat) in 2005, the
earthquake in Gujarat in 2001, the super cyclone in Orissa in 1999, the Uphaar

Cinema Fire in Delhi in 1997, the recurrent droughts in parts of Rajasthan (1980s

onwards), and the Bhopal Gas Disaster in 1984.
Houses damaged during the Orissa Super Cyclone

on 29* October 1999
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2.2 What are the key elements of a Disaster?

Disasters result from the combination of hazards, conditions of vulnerability and insufficient capacity or
measures to reduce the potential negative consequences of risk (Source:Living with Risk, UN ISDR 2002)

a)Hazard is a potentially damaging physical event,phenomenon or human activity that maycausethe loss of
life or injury, propertydamage, social and economicdisruptionor environmental degradation. (Source: Living
with Risk, UN ISDR2002)

For example: Earthquakes, flood and, industrial gas leakages are some examples of hazards. Hazards can be single,
sequential or combined in their origin and effects. Hazardous events can vary in magnitude or intensity, frequency,
duration, area of extent, speed of onset, spatial dispersion and temporal spacing. Based on their causes, hazards are
categorized into the following categories.

Training Module for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster RiskManagement



Hazard

A potentially damaging physical event, phenomenon or human activity, which may cause the loss of lifeor
injury,property damage, social and economic disruption or environment degradation.

Natural Hazards

Natural processes or phenomena occurring in the biosphere that may constitute a damaging event. Natural
hazards can be classified according to their (1)hydro meteorological,
(2) geological or (3) biological origins.

Origin

(1) Hydro-meteorological hazards
Natural processes or phenomena of
atmospheric hydrological or oceanographic
nature.

(2) Geological Hazard
Natural earth processes or phenomena that
include processes of endogenous origin or
tectonic or exogenous origin such as mass
movements.

Phenomena / Examples

• Floods, debris and mudflows

• Tropical cyclones, storm surges, wind,

rain and other severe storms, lighting

• Drought, desertification, wild land

fires, temperature extremes and dust
storm.

• Permafrost, snow avalanches.

• Earthquake, tsunami

• Volcanicactivityandemissions

• Mass movements landslides,

rockslides, liquefactions, sub-marine

slides.

• Surface collapse, geographical fault

activities.

(3) Biological Hazards Outbreaks of epidemics diseases, plant or
Processes oforganic origins orthoseconveyed animal contagion andextensive infestation,
by biological vectors, including exposure to
pathogenic, micro organism, toxins and
bioactive substances.

Technological Hazards
Danger originating from technological or industrial accidents, dangerous procedures, infrastructure failures
or certain human activities,which may cause the lossof life or injury, property damage, socialand economic
disruption or environmental degradation.
Someexamples: industrial pollution, nuclear activities and radioactivity, toxicwastes, dam failures; transport,
industrialor technological accidents (explosions, fires, spills).

Environmental Degradation
Processes induced by human behaviors and activities that damage the natural resourcebase adversely and
alter natural processes or ecosystems. Potential effects are varied and may contribute to the increase in
vulnerability, frequency and the intensity of natural hazards. Examples include land degradation,
deforestation, desertification, wild land fire, loss ofbio-diversity, land, water and air pollution, climate change,
sea level rise and ozone depletion.

Figure 2.1: Hazards- Concepts and Classifications
Source: Living with Risk, UN ISDR 2002
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Based on the global data for disaster occurrences between 1995 and 2004, it isevident that floods, followed by

wind storms and droughts are the most common natural hazards leading to disasters. Figure 2.2 show world

distribution ofdisasters triggered by natural hazards.

Volcanic
Epidemic

15% Insect

eruptions Infestation

Earthquakes & 1% 1%

tsunamis

8% ^-______ Floods
Avalanches

\ 30%

1%

Wave surge
0%

Drought and

^Wind storm
21%

Landslides

4%

rel.

19%

Figure2.2:World Distribution ofDisasterstriggeredbyNaturalHazards(1995-2004)

Source: httpj/www.unisdr.org/disaster-statistics

b) Vulnerability is the condition determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or
processes, which increase the susceptibility ofa community to the impact of hazards. (Source: Livingwith Risk,

UN ISDR 2002).

The scale of damage to a community from the impact of a given hazard does not only depend upon the

community's physical exposure to that hazard, but also on its vulnerability. Here, physical exposure refers to
the elements at risk. These elements may include people, artifacts, infrastructure etc. (Source: Reducing

Disaster Risk, UNDP 2004). Vulnerability, on the other hand, is determined by aspects in the physical
environment, such as nature of housing, available open space etc, as well as aspects in the socio-economic

domain such as level of income, nutritional status, marginalization, etc.

For example, during the Gujarat Earthquake (2001), people living in the old city of Bhuj with narrow roads, newly-
constructed unsafe high-rise buildings and a high density of population, faced more injuries and loss of life, than those
living inthe suburbs.The people insuburbs had broader roads and single/double storied buildingsand a lowerdensityof
population, which helped quick exit from falling buildings.. Interms of vulnerability, groups of school children and the
elderly who could not evacuate quickly faced higher cases of injury and loss of lives than other communities in the same
area.

Some indicators of vulnerability for India's population are:

• Poverty

• Population explosion

• Demographic imbalances
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Unemployment

Growth of large informal economies in unplanned cities

Increasing migrant flows,

Socio-political tensions and uncertainty

Illiteracy

Women and child development concerns

Absence of sound institutional and legislative/ regulatory practices, and

Unsustainable environmental practices.

c) Capacity is the combination of all the strengths and resources available within a community, society or
organization that can reduce the level of risk, or the effects of a disaster. Capacity may include physical,
institutional, social or economic means as wellas skilled personal or collectiveattributes such as 'leadership'
and 'management.' Capacity may also be described as capability. (Source: Living with Risk, UN ISDR 2002)

Example:After thefloods in Vadodara district (Gujarat) in2005. it was seen thatvillages with existing Disaster Management
Teams (DMTs) andDisasterManagement Committees (DMCs) responded to thefloods wellintime, byrescuing peopletopre-
identified safe areas.

Two concepts within the frameworkof'capacity'that are often used in DisasterManagement are:

Coping capacity: The manner inwhich people and organizations use existing resources
to achieve various benefits during unusual, abnormal and adverse conditions of a
disaster phenomenon or process. (Source: Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP 2004).

An example ofcoping capacity is thecommunitykitchen setupbylocalvillage groups in areas like temples
and schools ofOrissaafterthe 1999cyclone.

Resilience:The capacity of a system, community or society to resist or to change in order
that itmayobtain an acceptable levelinfunctioning and structure.This isdetermined by
the degree to which the social system is capable of organizing itself, and the ability to
increase itscapacity for learning and adaptation, including the capacity to recover from a
disaster. (Source: Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP 2004).

For example, after the2001 Gujarat Earthquake, localcommunities began clearing the debris, retrieving
materials andreconstructing their houses/workplace,even beforeexternalhelpcamefrom government or
otherorganizations. This wasan exampleofresilienceof thecommunity.

d) Risk is the probability of harmful consequences,or expected losses (deaths,injuries, property, livelihoods,
economic activity disrupted or environment damaged) resulting from interactions between natural or
human-induced hazards and vulnerable conditions.

(Source: Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP 2004)
Risk is conventionally expressed by the equation:

Risk = Hazard x Vulnerability
(Source: Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP, 2004)

Someprofessionals usethe notation:Risk =Hazards xVulnerability minus(-) Capacity

Training Module forNon-Governmental Organisations on DisasterRisk Management



They identify capacity as an element that can drastically reduce the effects of hazards and vulnerabilities.There
is yet no consensus on the use of a particular notation.

For example,afterthe2004Tsunami, itwasnoticedthatthevillage ofSamiyarpettai inTamil Nadu, India, reported fewer deaths
incomparison with theothervillages inthevicinity. It wasfoundthatthecapacityof thevillagers torespondtodisasterson time
andeffectively wasbuilt bytraining insearch, rescue, evacuationand first aid.The villagers feltthatthis training anditsrelated
responseplan helped them insaving livesduring the tsunami.

Risks often exist within social systems. For example, better employment opportunities in cities attract

immigrants from the rural areas. However, lackof adequate financial resources and high land prices in the city
often force these immigrants to settle in slums that are unsafe and vulnerable. During the recurrent urban

floods in Mumbai, the poor living in slums faced higher adverse effects of floods (both immediate and long-

term) than the others in the city.These effects included loss of daily wages, damage to work- space in homes,
electrocution, water-borne diseases and others. Due to their irregular land status, they do not have access to

insurance and are not always compensated by the government and aid agencies for their losses. Thus their
social position contributes to higher disaster risk during floods.

2.3 What is Disaster Risk?

Disaster Risk is the probability of harmful consequences, or expected loss of lives, people injured, property,
livelihoods, economic activity disrupted and environment damaged resulting from interactions between
natural or human induced hazards and vulnerable conditions. (Source: Reducing Disaster Risks, UNDP 2004).

Forexample, an earthquake hazard of the same magnitude ina sparsely populated villageofRajasthan and inthe densely
populated city of Delhiwill cause different levels of damage to human lives,property and economic activities.Thisisdue
to the difference between the two locations in densities of population, type of housing, type of industries, economic cost
of infrastructure,geographic profile etc. Thus, earthquake disaster risk is a combination of earthquake hazard and the
context (vulnerability and capacity) in which it strikes.

For more terminologies, refer to Annexure 1.

2.4 When does a HAZARD lead to a DISASTER?

Adisaster occurs when the impact of a hazard on a section of society exceeds the capacity to prevent or cope

with it,causing death, injury, loss of property and/oreconomic losses.

For example, ifan earthquake strikes a desert uninhabited by human beings, it would not cause direct and
immediate damage to the society and thus, would not be termed as a disaster. Conversely, the earthquake
that struck Bhuj (Gujarat) in 2001 and killed more than 14,000 people became a disaster owing to its

immediate impact on the society.

The DMAct, 2005 has thefollowing definition for a disaster:

(D) "disaster" means a catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from natural or
man made causes, or by accident or negligence which results in substantial loss of lifeor human suffering or
damage to, and destruction of, property, or damage to, or degradation of,environment, and isof such nature
or magnitude to be beyond the coping capacity ofthe community of the affected areas;
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2.5 What are the types of Disasters?

Disasters can be categorized into various types based on the speed and origin/cause.

a. Speed ofOnset:

Slow-onset disaster: The hazard can be felt as an ongoing stress for many days, months or even years.

Drought, environmental degradation, pest infestations, famines are some examples.

Rapid-onset disaster A disaster that is triggered by an instantaneous shock. The impact of this disaster may

unfold over the medium or long-term. Earthquakes, cyclones, floods, volcanic eruptions are some examples.
(Source:Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP, 2004).

b. Origin/Cause:

Natural Disasters: A serious disruption triggered by a natural hazard (hydro- metrological, geological or

biological in origin) causing human, material, economic or environmental losses, which

exceed the ability of those affected to cope.

Some examples ofnatural disasters are the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami,the 2001 GujaratEarthquake,
1999Orissa Super Cyclone, the recurrent droughts in Rajasthan, and the annual floods in both rural
and urban areas ofnorthern and western India.

Human-induced Disasters: A serious disruption triggered by a human-induced hazard

causing human, material, economic or environmental losses, which exceed the ability of
Floods in Assam those affected to cope.

Some examples are the 1984Bhopal Gas Disaster, the 1997 UphaarCinemaFire in Delhi, Kumbakonam Fire Tragedy in 2003,
Mumbaibiastsin 1993and 2006,Rajdhani Express trainderailmentin2002 etc.

2.6 What are the key elements or phases in DM?

'DM'covers a broad range of interventions undertaken before, during and/or after a disaster to:

• Prevent or minimize loss of life and property,

• Minimize human suffering and

• Accelerate recovery.

The management of a disaster can be viewed as a series of phases including Prevention, Mitigation,
Preparedness, Response, Relief, and Recovery (Rehabilitation and Reconstruction).

Three common models that explain the movement of disaster management activities across phases are:

A. Disaster Management Cycle

B. Disaster Management Contract Expand Model

C. Pre, During and Post- Disaster Model
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A. Disaster Management Cycle is the most commonly used model. Many manuals and training

courses present the idea ofa disaster 'cycle' to illustrate where the different elements of disaster

management - mitigation, preparedness, prevention, relief, response and recovery- link with one

another. The Cycle illustrates the process by which various stakeholders respond to and reduce

the impact of disasters, react during and immediately following a disaster, and take steps to
recover after a disaster has occurred.

The Cycle varies for a rapid- onset disaster (for example an earthquake) and for a slow -onset disaster (for

example drought). Disaster event is the most prominent feature of rapid-onset disasters, like an earthquake.
On the other hand, slow-onset disasters like droughts do not have a clearly marked event, but the severe

disaster impact isviewed as the starting point for responders.

Preparedness and early warnings play a significant role in slow-onset disasters, as these can be mapped

through various scientific tools.

For example: The study of monsoon patterns and related drought conditions. Another difference is the recovery phase
(especially reconstruction) in the two disasters. While rapid-onset disasters demand major physical recovery efforts (like
housing reconstruction damaged by an earthquake), theseare minimalin slow-onset disasters likedroughts, pollution ofwater
bodies etc.

The DM Cycle model is criticized for its over-simplification. While the concepts of prevention, mitigation,

preparedness, relief/response and recovery continue to be viewed as useful operational terms in the real
world, the components or phases of a disaster do not fit together neatly or in exact sequence in the way shown

in figure 2.3. There can be substantial overlaps between phases and elements. It is important that all phases
factor the approach for disaster risk reduction in its operations, leading to greater preparedness, better
warnings, reduced vulnerability or the prevention ofdisasters during the next iteration of thecycle.
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Figure 2.3: Disaster Management Cycle

Source: UNDP India Training Material (2005)
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B. Contract Expand Model is the name given to the Disaster Management model used by the
communities in South Africa (Kotze & Holloway, 1996). It is called the Contract Expand Model
because it assumes that prevention, mitigation; response and recovery can be carried out at all
times in a disaster-prone community. However, the relative weighting of each component
"contracts"or"expands"depending on the relationship between the hazard and the vulnerability
of the community across time (Figure 2.4).

Prevention &

Mitigation strand Preparedness
strand Relef & Response

strand

Prevention &

Mitigation strand

Recovery &
Rehabilitation strand

CRISIS

TIME

Figure 2.4: Contract Expand Model for Disaster Management

This model assumes the following:
a. That a disaster occurs when a hazard exceeds a community's capacity to manage it.

b. That all components of disaster reduction can be carried out concurrently, but with relative
emphasis.

c. That the relative weighting of the activities depends on relationship between the hazard and the
vulnerability of the community-at-risk and the technical or operational mandate of the
organization involved.

C. Pre/During and Post Disaster Model is an alternative framework to the Cycle by the Citizens
Disaster Response Network in the Philippines. The network has been promoting citizen-based
development-oriented disaster management since 1984. It categorizes Disaster Management

interventions simply as pre, during and post disaster responses, which are done within the overall
framework of development.

PRE DURING POST

Prevention Emergency Response Rehabilitation

Mitigation Mitigation

Preparedness

While actors in different parts of the world use various models for Disaster Management, the underlying

thought is that

i) Prevention: Activities to provide outright avoidance of the adverse impact of hazards and means to

minimize related environmental, technological and biological disasters. Depending on social and technical
feasibility and cost/benefit considerations, investing in preventive measures is justified in areas frequently

affected by disasters.
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For example, public awarenessand education relatedto fire safetyinpublic buildings couldleadto prevention
of fire-related disasters. Disaster Risk Reduction professionals express that changing attitudes and behavior
contribute to promoting a "culture ofprevention".

ii) Mitigation: Any action taken to minimizethe extent of a disaster or potential disaster. Mitigation can take
place before, during or after a disaster, but the term is most often used to refer to actions against potential
disasters. Mitigation measures are both physical and structural, such as flood defenses or strengthening
buildings, as well as non-structural, such as training in Disaster Management, regulating land-use and public
education, among others.

iii) Preparedness: Activities and measures taken before a hazard event to ensure effective response to the
impact of hazards. It involves measures that enable governments, community and individuals to respond
rapidly to disaster situations and cope with them effectively.
Preparedness includes:

• Making of viable emergency plans

• Development ofwarning systems

• Maintenance of inventories

• Training ofpersonnel

• Search and rescue measures

• Evacuation plans for areas that may be 'at risk'for a recurring disaster.

Some examples which help the government and community to be better prepared, are the preparation of DM plans,
training and capacity development at various levels,and conducting regular mock drillsetc.

The concepts of prevention, mitigation and preparedness are often used interchangeably. However, these
concepts and their practices are very different as highlighted in Figure 2.5.

Disaster Prevention Disaster Mitigation Disaster Preparedness 1

Activities designed to Measures taken in Ability to predict,
provide permanent advance of a disaster respond to and cope
protection for aimed at reducing its with the effect of a
disasters. impact on society and the

environment

disaster.

Figure 2.5: Difference between Disaster Prevention, Mitigation and Preparedness
Source: Sphere Project Training Module 4

iv) Response/ Relief: The provision of assistance or intervention during or immediately after a disaster to
meet the basic subsistence needs of the people affected. It can be of an immediate, short-term, or protracted
duration. For example, search and rescue of affected people and provision of food, temporary shelter and
medical care to the persons affected by the disaster are some common areas of intervention after a disaster.
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v) Rehabilitation: The operations and decisions taken after a disaster with a view to restore an affected
community to its former living conditions, while encouraging and facilitating the necessary adjustments to
the changes caused by the disaster.
An example is counseling by professionals orcommunity leaders to help reduce the psychological trauma of
affected groups of children, women and others after a disaster.

vi)Reconstruction: The action taken to re-establish a community following rehabilitation after a disaster.
These actions would include construction of permanent housing, complete restoration of all services and
physical infrastructure to the pre-disaster state etc.

vii) Recovery:The term refers to decisions and actions related to rehabilitation and reconstruction taken after
adisaster with aview torestoring orimproving the pre-disaster living conditions ofthe affected community,
while encouraging and facilitating necessary adjustments to reduce disaster risk. It is important tonote that
recovery (includes both rehabilitation and reconstruction) affords an opportunity to develop and apply
disaster risk reduction measures.

2.6 What is the difference between Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and DRM?

DRR is the systematic development and application of policies, strategies and practices to minimize
vulnerabilities, hazards and the unfolding ofdisaster impacts throughout a society, in the broad context of
sustainable development (Source: Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP, 2004).

DRR approaches all phases of DM (relief and response; recovery; rehabilitation and reconstruction;
prevention; mitigation and preparedness) and associated activities. It views disasters asanopportunity for risk
reduction and development.

For example, in the post-earthquake situation, reliefmaterials should be stored in an area that is safe from potential damages
due to aftershocks. This could bean open ground rather than in oraroundadamaged building. Similarly, reconstruction could
factorearthquakesafety features in houses even ifthese were not followed before the earthquake.

DRM is the systematic management ofadministrative decisions, organisation, operational skills andabilities
to implement policies, strategies and coping capacities ofthe society or individuals to lessen the impacts of
natural andrelated environmental andtechnological hazards. (Reducing Disaster Risk, UNDP 2004).

USEFUL WEB LINKS FOR REFERENCE

2.

3.

5.

6.

Livingwith Risk: AGlobal Review of Disaster Reduction Initiatives
http://www.undp.Org/bcpr/disred/english/publications/publications.htm#kr
Hyogo Framework for Action (2005-2015). http://www.unisdr.org/eng/hfa/hfa.htm.
Yokohoma Strategy and Plan of Action for a Safer World
http://www.unisdr.org/eng/about_isdr/bd-yokohama-strat-eng.htm
Primer for Disaster Risk Management in Asia:

http://www.adpc.net/udrm/primer/pdf/primer_volumel.pdf
Local Level Risk Management in UNDP: Asia Regional Review Paper (September 2004).
Global Review of Institutional and Legislative Systems for DRM (UNDP, 2005)
http://www.undp.org/bcpr/disred/documents/wedo/ils/ils_esummary.pdf
Visions of Risk: International Indicators of DRM (ISDR 2005)

http://www.undp.org/bcpr/disred/documents/publications/visionsofrisk.pdf
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Institutional Framework of

Disaster Management (DM)
in India

45 minutes

Understandingthe hazard profile of India withthe helpof

multi-hazard map of India.

Various hazards prevalent in the country.

The evolution of DRM in India

Administrative setup of Gol to effectively respond to disasters

from the national to the local level.

Gol has a set of ESFs that would take a lead role in case of

disasters.

The session is crucial as it gives an overview of the hazard profile of
India.Thesub-continent being prone toa large number of hazards hasa
well established administrative structure from the national till the local

level.This session tries to give the participants an overview of the ESFs
that would play a keyrole in case ofdisasters.
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SESSION

Participant Notes 1

Enabling Objectives

At the end of the session, the participants will be able to:

o Understand the hazard profile of the country.

o Understand the administrative structure/the institutional

framework of DM in India.

o Understand the nodal ministries responsible for various
hazards,

o Understand the Emergency Support Function (ESFs)
prevalent in the country to effectively respond to disasters,

o Have a basic understanding of the NDMA, National DM Act,

NIDM.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussions, Role play

Approximate Duration: 45 minutes
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Reading Material for the Session: I

Historically the Indian sub-continent has been historically prone to a range of natural and human induced
disasters owing to the country's geographic, topographic and climatic characteristics. Being a vast sub
continent, floods, droughts, cyclones, earthquakes and landslides have been recurrent phenomena. Besides
local disasters, approximately 80 per cent of India's geographical area is vulnerable to natural hazards such as

cyclones, floods, landslides, droughts and earthquakes besides localized hazards, while 22 states are prone to
multi-hazards.

Refer to the multi-hazard Map 3.1 of India and Table 3.1 on India's key vulnerabilities.

Hazard Vulnerable regions J

Cyclone Coastal areas (8 per cent of total area in India) particularly the east coast and
Gujarat; 8000 km long coastline with two cyclone seasons

Flood Indo-Gangetic plains and 20 river basins across the country (approx. 40
million hectares are prone to floods)

Drought Across the country ;approx. 68 per cent of cropped area affected (low and
medium rainfall region)

Earthquake Across the country with moderate high intensity (over 55 per cent)

Landslide Sub-Himalayan region and western Ghats in particular

Industrial and

Chemical

Across the country

Table 3.1:India's Key Vulnerabilities annually/periodically,across variousregions.

Source: Tenth Five YearPlan ofIndia 2002-07, Government ofIndia

' An updated figure on earthquakehazard identifies over60 percent of India as vulnerable to moderateand high intensity earthquakes (Source:
Seismic Zone Map of India as per the Indian Seismic Code. IS: 1893 (Part 1) 2002 BMTPC).
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The BMPTC (Building Materials and Technology Promotion Council) of the Ministry of Urban Development has
mapped the prominent hazards in the country in the shape of a Vulnerability Atlas of India.' The atlas relies

on data and maps produced by various government departments working on specific disasters, for example,
Flood Atlas of India prepared by the Central Water Commission, Seismic Zoning Map of India (Map 3.2) by the

Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS). For more information on the atlas: http://www.bmtpc.org/disaster.htm

Sourca IS1893(P«t 1) 2002 (BIS

Source: Bureau of Indian Standards 2002. Source: UNDP India

Map 3.2: Seismic Zoning Map of India and Interpretation Box

(relationship between Intensity and Magnitude).

3.1 Identify key natural disasters types and events in India and their impact since the 1990s?

The High Powered Committee (HPC) that was constituted by the Government of India in 1999 to map the
spectrum of disasters in the country and categorized it into the following:

1. Water and Climate- related disasters IV. Accident -related disasters

1. Floods and Drainage Management 1. Forest Fires

2. Cyclones 2. Urban Fires

3. Tornadoes and Hurricanes 3. Mine Flooding

4. Hailstorm 4. Oil Spill

5. Cloud Burst 5. Major Building Collapse

6. Serial Bomb Blasts
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6. Heat Wave and Cold Wave

7. Snow Avalanches

8. Droughts

9. Sea Erosion

10. Thunder and Lightning

II.Geologically- related disasters

1. Landslides and Mudflows

2. Earthquakes

3. Dam Failures/ Dam Bursts

4. Mine Fires

III. Chemical, Industrial and Nuclear-

related disasters

1. Chemical and Industrial Disasters

2. Nuclear Disasters

7. Festival- related disasters

8. Electrical Disasters and Fires

9. Air, Road and Rail Accidents

10. Boat Capsizing

11. Village Fire

V. Biologically -related disasters

1. Biological Disasters and Epidemics

2. Pest Attacks

3. Cattle Epidemics

4. Food Poisoning

Some major disasters in India since the 1990s have been plotted andtheir frequency listed alongside to give
you an overview of disasters in India. (Map 3.3 andTable 3.2)

Major Disasters in India:

1990s onwards

Severe Floods- Every Year

Severe Droughts- Every 2-3 years

Earthquakes (M6+) - Six
1. 1991 Oct 20 Uttarkashi M6.6

2. 1993 Sept 30 LaturM6.3
3. 1997May22JabalpurM6.0
4. 1999 March 29 Chamoli M6.8

5. 2001 Jan 26 Bhuj M6.9
6. 2005 Oct 8 Kashmir M7.2

Major Cyclones Four
1. 1990 May Andhra Pradesh
2. 1993Dec Tamil Nadu

3. 1996 Dec Andhra Pradesh

4. 1999 Oct Orissa Super Cyclone
Tsunami Once (Dec 2004: parts of coastal India)

Map 3.3and Table3.2: Natural Disasters and their Frequency inIndia since 1990s
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Like many other developing countries, India has suffered direct disaster losses of over 1 billion US dollars on an
average each year during the past 20 years.These losses are steadily mounting, as evident in the Table 3.3.
Disasters eroded nearly 2 per cent of the country's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) during 1996-2001 and
consumed 12 per cent of the Government's revenue. The annual exposure to disasters impacts 6 per cent of
the population directly while nearly 60 million people are annually affected on an average (Tenth Five Year
Plan of India, 2002-2007). The combination of poor socio-economic conditions and disasters has created a
vicious cycle of poverty and vulnerability.Therefore India's human development goals cannot be achieved
unless disasterrisk management concernsare taken intoaccount indevelopment planning.

Year People Affected
(Lakh)

Houses and

buildings partially
or totally damaged.

Amount of '
property damage/loss

(Rs Crores)

1990 31.7 1,019,105 10.71

1991 342.7 1,190,108 10.5

1992 190.9 570,969 20.05

1993 262.4 1,529,915 50.8

1994 235.3 1,051,223 10.83

1995 543.5 2,088,355

2,376,693

40.73

50.431996 549.9

1997 443.8 1,103,549 n.a.

1998

1999

2000

521.7 1,563,405 0.72

1020.97501.7 3,104,064

594.3 2,736,355 800

2001 788.1 848,878 120

Table 3.3: Damage due to Natural Disasters in India

Source: Tenth Fiver Year Plan of India (2002-2007)

3.1 How did DRM evolve in India?

The Orissa 'Super' Cyclone of 1999, Bhuj Earthquake of 2001, Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004, and the South

Asian Earthquake of 2005 have stressed on the need to adopt a multi-dimensional and inter-sectoral strategy
towards managing and pro-activelyreducing risks through development policies, plans and programming. In
view of this the Gol has called for a paradigm shift in its approach to DM. The shift from emergency response
and relief, to preparedness, sustainable recovery and disaster risk reduction comes from the belief that
development can create disaster risks if unregulated, but development processes can also reduce disaster
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impacts if planned appropriately. This shift in India has been influenced and enabled by commitments made
towards reducing disaster risks undervarious global and regional frameworks ofintegrated action.

India actively participated in the UN's International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) and the
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR). During theseyears, various stakeholders in the country
came together to build institutional and legislative systems for DRM, supporting various community-based
disaster risk management initiatives.

Regionally, there has been a concern with increasing disaster impacts in South Asia. Since 2005, this is being
addressed through the SAARC's (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) commitment to
establishing Disaster Risk Management asa priority area for regional cooperation parallel toSAARC's poverty
alleviation, environmental sustainability, and economic development programmes for the region. In theshort
term, the implications ofthis regional cooperation for DRM will lead to the establishment ofa SAARC Disaster
Management Centre (SDMC), with theNational Institute for Disaster Management (NIDM) in New Delhi asthe
focal agencyunder the Ministry ofHomeAffairs.

3.2 What isGovernment of India's role, mandate, system and structure related to DRM in India?

Amidst all the DRM stakeholders, the primary responsibility forall aspects ofdisaster management restswith
the Gol. In India, the institutional and policy mechanisms forcarrying out response, relief and rehabilitation
havebeen well-established sinceIndependence. TheHPC on DM and the Eleventh Finance Commission have
made significant contribution to the new approach from a relief and response -oriented one to one of
mitigation and riskreduction..

The MHA is designated asthe nodal ministry for Disaster Management. Ministry ofAgriculture, which earlier
held the portfolio for DM, continues to retain the sectorfor droughtmanagement even now. Other ministries
that leadresponse andpreparedness related tovarious disasters areoutlined inthe table 3.4given below:

Table 3.4: Ministries Responsible for various categories of Disasters

Disaster Nodal Ministry (Gol)

Natural (except drought) Ministry of Home Affairs

Drought Management Ministry of Agriculture

AirAccidents Ministry of Civil Aviation

Railway Accidents Ministry of Railways

Chemical Disasters Ministryof Environment and Forests

Biological Disasters Ministry of Health

Nuclear Disasters Department of Atomic Energy

Source:Tenth Five Year Plan of India (2002-2007)
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Various technical organizations provide specific technical support for coordination of activities related to
disaster response and management. These include the Indian Meteorological Department
(cyclone/earthquake), Central Water Commission (floods), Building and Material Promotion Council
(construction laws), Bureau of Indian Standards (norms), Defence Research and Development Organization
(nuclear/biological), Directorate General Civil Defense.

Within the Government of India (Gol), the State Governments are primarily responsible for DM, which isa
state subject, including prevention and mitigation. The central government provides assistance when
requested and where necessary. At the district level, the District Magistrate/Collector is the focal point for
coordinating allactivities pertaining to disaster response and relief.

Central Relief
Commissioner^"* National EOC

Relief Commissioner^HH^ state E°C

Acronyms

ESF: Emergency
Support Function

EOC: Emergency
Operation Centre

Incident Managers

Emergency Support
Functions

[Ministries/ Depts./
Agencies]

Figure 3.1:Model DisasterManagementResponse Structure in theGovernment of India

The model DM response structure explained in Figure 3.1 shows the ESFs to be activated in response to a
disaster.The EmergencyOperations Centre (EOCs) which are present at various levels(national to district) co
ordinate emergency information and activities. To bring clarity and standardization to the disaster response
process, government is trying to develop an Incident Command System (ICS) which broadly refers to a
management system to be used for incidents of various kindsand sizessuch as earthquakes, floods, cyclones,
landslides etc. or emergencies caused by train accidents, epidemics. The ICS activates the ESFs with the
supportofvarious ministries, line departmentsandagencies, whose roles areclarified in advance throughthe
ESFs list. The Gol has outlined the following ESFs and urged governments to identify a lead organization/
ministryresponsible forcoordinating the workof each function during a disaster:

i. Communication

ii. Evacuation

iii. Search and Rescue

iv. Medical Health/Trauma

v. Equipment Support

vi. Helplines, Warning Dissemination (Media)

vii. Drinking Water

viii. Electricity
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ix. Relief (Flood and Shelter)

x. Debris & Road Clearance

xi. Law and Order

xii. Transport

xiii. Other Functions

These ESFs have their own SOPs and plans to coi titute response teams and mobilizing resources for

response.

Atthe national level the NIDM, Gol, is the focal point foi enhancing the capacities ofdifferent government and

non-government actors in the field of DM.Atthe stat e level the government has supported DMunits within its

ATls in different states.

The National Disaster Management Act was passed in 2005, enacted under the Social Security and Social

Insurance subject of the Concurrent List of the Constitution of India. The Act on DM provides the prerequisite

institutional mechanism for monitoring and implementation of the plans and ensuring measures by various
wings of the Government for the prevention and mitigation aspects. In line with the changed approach, the

State Governments have been advised to amend their Relief Codes to incorporate those Codes related to. The

revised codes will ensure that the process of drawing up DMplans, and mitigation and preparedness measures

get institutionalized.

The National Disaster Management Act called for setting up of a

• National Disaster Management Authority in 2005 under the Chairmanship of the Prime

Minister.The authority shall have the responsibility of laying out the plan and policies for DM.

• State Disaster Management Authorities in the states/Union Territories under the

chairmanship ofChief Minister/Lt. Governor/Administrator, as the case may be; and

• District Disaster Management Authority under the District Magistrate in each district. These

authorities at the national, state and district levels are responsible for laying down policies, plans
and guidelines for DM. The recently developed institutional set-up in India is outlined in Figure

3.2.

In s t i t utional set-up for Disaster M a n a q e m e n t
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Figure 3.2:InstitutionalSet-up for DisasterManagement in India
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Formore information on DM Authorities, DM Acts, policies and guidelines, etc please visit http://ndma.gov.in.

What is the National DM Framework of India?

The National DM Framework is a roadmap of Gol to fulfill its goals for disaster reduction through multi-
stakeholder interventions. Its key components are institutional mechanisms, disaster prevention strategy,
early warning system, disaster mitigation, preparedness and response and human resource development.The
agencies that will be instrumental inimplementing this roadmap at the National, State and district levels have
been identified and listed in the framework. It has been shared with the state governments and Union

Territory, relevant ministries and departments of Gol. Administrations have been advised to develop their
respective roadmaps taking the national roadmap as a broad guideline.There is, therefore, a common strategy
underpinning the action being taken by all the participating organisations/stakeholders. The district
administration isthe focal point for implementing all government plans and activities.The actual day-to-day
functional responsibilitiesfor administering reliefand response actions lieswith the District Collector/District
Magistrate/Deputy Commissioner who supervises and coordinates among all departments at the district
level.

USEFULWEB LINKS FOR REFERENCE

1. Hazard Mapsof India:Multi-hazard, Earthquake, Flood and Wind

http://www.undp.org.in/VRSE/Maps/

2. Hazard Profile of States in India

http://www.undp.org.in/dmweb/ndrm/

3. State wise flood-prone areas http://www.undp.org.in/VRSE/Links/DisRelLinks.htm

4. State-wise Seismic Zones of India http://www.undp.org.in/VRSE/Links/DisRelLinks.htm

5. Hazard Maps of India: Multi-hazard, Earthquake, Flood and Wind
http://www.undp.org.in/VRSE/Maps/

6. NDMA: http://ndma.gov.in. http://ndma.gov.in.
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SESSIO.

Duration

Main Points

Importance of

this session

Mainstreaming Disaster Risk
Reduction (DRR) with

Development

60 minutes

• Disasters and development share both negative and positive

relationships. Positive relationships can be used to reduce the
disaster risks and achieve development agendas.

• There are various development schemes carried out by Gol

and many aid agencies. Incorporating appropriate measures
in the development schemes will help reduce loss in case of
any disaster.

The session gives a very practical approach to understand the

relation between disasters and development. Since development has
both a positive and negative link with disasters, the session will help

us to understand this relation. This session will also give us an

overview of how various DM initiatives can be incorporated in
different development schemes being undertaken by Gol.
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SESSION

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end of the session, the participants willbe able to:

o Understand the relation (both positive and negative)

between disasters and development.

o The various development schemes carried out by Gol
and their linkages with DM.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture and discussion

Approximate Duration: 60 minutes

Participant Notes

TrainingModule for Non- Governmental Organisations on Disaster RiskManagement



Reading Material for the Session:

Natural disasters occur when societies or communities are exposed to potentially hazardous events, such as
extremes of rainfall, temperature or wind speed or tectonic movements, and when people are unable to
absorb the impactor recover from it. Reducing the number and effectsof natural disastersmeanstackling the
development challenges that lead to the accumulation of hazard and human vulnerability that prefigure
disaster. With increasing frequency of disasters, countries face situations in which scarce resources that were
earmarked to development projects have to be diverted for relief and reconstruction.

Disasterisdefined as a cause and product of faileddevelopment, outlining the relationship between the two
concepts i.e. 'disaster' and 'development'. Sustainable Development isdevelopment that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains
within ittwo key concepts:the concept of'needs', inparticular the essential needsofthe world's poor, to which
overriding priority should be given; and the ideaoflimitations imposed bythe state oftechnology and social
organization on the environment's ability to meet present and future needs (Brundtland Commission, 1987).

Disasters and development are inversely related as evident inthe following facts:

Disasters affect development: Disasters resulting from natural hazards killed on an average more than
60,000 peopleeach year between 1992 and 2001. They affected on an average 211 million people per year
(1991-2000) through damage to homes, property, crops, livestock and local infrastructure. Associated
economic losses from major disasters currently exceed US $90 billion a year; this excludes losses from small
and medium scale disasters. Some single disaster impacts result ineconomic losses inexcess of national GDP,
generating negative growth: Maldives faced losses above its GDP after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. Table

1.3presents data on the damage and loss caused by the 2004 tsunami in India.

Affected States in India Damage and loss (in US $ million) Effect on

Damage Loss Tota Livelihoods

Andhra Pradesh 31.8 16.7 48.5 35.6

Kerala 68.2 57.6 125.8 82.6

Tamil Nadu 509.8 327.5 837.3 332.8

Pondicherry 48.2 8.2 56.4 30.4

Total (by sectors) 658.0 410.0 1,068.0 481.4

Fisheries

Agriculture and livestock

320.1

15.1

304.5 624.6 383.2

42.022.0 37.1

Micro enterprises and other 19.7 36.5 56.2 56.2

Housing 193.5 35.2 228.7

Health and education 13.7 9.9 23.6

Rural and municipal infrastructure 27.9 1.6 29.5

Transportation 35.2 0.3 35.5

Coastal protection 33.6 0.00 33.6

Relief 200.7 200.7

'Damage' refers tothedirect loss in assets and property, loss' refers totheeconomic opportunitycost ofthedamage.

Table 4.1: Damage and Loss in India after 2004 Tsunami
Source: ADB, UNand World Bank Joint Assessment Mission Report, 2005
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The number of people affected indirectly by disasters, for example by rising prices or losses to livelihoods
caused byadverse economicconsequences, isincalculable.Additionally,

Disasters (small,medium and large) erode the gains of socialwelfare.

Lack of disaster risk considerations in recovery following major disasters, leads to investing in
"construction and reconstruction of risk", perpetuating unsustainable human development.

Poverty alleviation, good governance and other sustainable development activities in linewith the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are challenges owing to compounding disaster losses and
risks. For more on MDGs refer to Section 2, question 2.1 and 2.2

Development affects disasters: Developing countriesare hithardest bydisasters. Between 1992 and 2001,
96 per cent deaths from natural disasterswere reported in countries classified by the UNDP as mediumand
low on human development. Over the same period, 98 per cent of those directly affected lived in these
countries. While only 11 percent ofthe peopleexposed to natural hazards live incountries with low levels of
human development, they account for more than 53per cent oftotal recorded deaths.

Levels of development and disaster risks of a country are clearly, closely linked. Appropriate development
policies, by factoring disaster risk concerns, can help reduce disaster losses, protect existing development
gains and avoid new risks. Disaster- sensitive development policies can thus, help in the achievement ofthe
Millennium Development Goals.

The Disaster- Development link:

The growing bodyofknowledge on the relationships between disasters anddevelopment indicates four basic
themes.These themes are captured in Figure 4.1.

(-+)
Development Realm

(-+)

Development can increase
vulnerability

Development can decrease
vulnerability

Negative
Realm

Disaster can set back

development.
Disasters can provide

development opportunities.

Positive

Realm

Disaster Realm
/ i \

(--) (+-)

Figure 4.1: Relationship between Disasters andDevelopment
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NEGATIVE REALM:

1. Disasters set back development programme destroying years ofdevelopment initiatives.

The examples in this realm include infrastructure destroyed by floods, impact of droughts on the

predominantly agricultural economy of a village.The 2004 tsunami for instance, led to major damage and loss
in the development sectors of transportation (25.5 million USD), rural and municipal infrastructure (29.5

million USD) and health and education (23.6 million USD). It had a significant impact on the livelihoods of
some of the vulnerable sections of society like the fishing community, especially those living in thatched

(katcha) houses closer to the beach. Many of these people were below the poverty line and about one -third of
them were dalits or tribals. The fisheries sector faced a loss of around 624.6 million USD. (ADB, UN and World

BankJoint Assessment Mission Report, 2005.)

2. Development programmes can increase an area's vulnerability to disasters.

Artificial embankments along rivers restrict the natural movement of rivers and prevent spill -over onto the

floodplains during monsoons. Human settlements come up on these low-lying floodplains. Often during the
monsoon season, very heavy rainfall along with release of water from reservoirs upstream lead to rivers

breaching theirembankmentsandfloodinghumansettlementsthathaveencroachedontothe floodplains.

POSITIVE REALM:

3. Rebuilding after a disaster provides significant opportunities to initiate development
programs.

The ownership-driven housing reconstruction programs initiated by the Government of Gujarat after the
2001 Gujarat earthquake helped build local community's skills in safer reconstruction and strengthened
community leadership. After the 2004 tsunami, several state governments in India expressed that the disaster
presented them with an opportunity to apply the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) notification.This would help
them regulate development activities and land-use along India's coasts inthe area falling within 500 meters of
the high tide line and in the inter-tidal zone, by rebuilding coastal villages out of the immediate CRZ.

4. Development programs can be designed to decrease the vulnerability to disasters and their

negative consequences.

Rural housing schemes of the Gol , like the Indira Awas Yojna (IAY) and the school buildings/community
buildings constructed under Sampoorna Grameen Rojgar Yojna (SGRY) could factor
earthquake/cyclone/flood- resistant guidelines. The Ministry of Home Affairs, the nodal ministryfor DRM in
India and the Ministry of Rural Development (nodal ministry for rural development) are working together to
factor disaster-resistant construction guidelines inthese development schemes.

The reduction of disaster riskand sustainable human development are therefore mutually supportive goals
that also contribute to the reduction of poverty, the empowerment of marginalized social groups and gender
equality. Increasingly around the world, Ministriesof Planning and Finance, with the support of United Nations
and Non Governmental Organizations are assessing development projects in the context of disaster
mitigation and are designing disaster recovery programmes with long-term development needs in mind.

Thus, DRR iscritical to realistically achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
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What are some existing development schemes ofthe Gol that can help reduce disaster vulnerabilities?
There are a number of ongoing development initiatives of the Government of India that have included

components to help reduce disaster vulnerability. Some of these are:

Integrated Wasteland Development Programme (I WDP),

Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP),

Desert Development Programme (DDP),

Flood Control Programmes,

National Afforestation and Eco development Programme (NA&ED),

National Rural Health Mission (NHRM),

Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM),

National Cyclone Mitigation Project,

National Programme for Capacity Building of Engineers in Earthquake Risk Management
(NPCBEERM),

National Programme for Capacity Building of Architects in Earthquake Risk Management
(NPCBAERM),

Accelerated RuralWater Supply Programme (ARWSP),

Crop Insurance,

Indira AwaasYojana(IAY),

Swarna Jayanti Shahari RojgarYojana (SJSRY),

Sampurna Grameen RozgarYojana (SGRY)),

Food for Work

USEFUL WEB LINKS FOR REFERENCE

1. Reducing Disaster Risk: a challenge for development (UNDP/BCPR, 2004).
http://www.undp.Org/bcpr/disred/english/publications/publications.htm#kr.

2. Disaster Risk Reduction: a development concern (DFID): http://www.unisdr.org/eng/mdgs-

drr/dfid.htm

3. What does Governance have to do with DRR (UNDP 2005)

4. Operational Framework for Mainstreaming DRR

5. Mainstreaming DRR in Development (UNDP, 2005)

6. Disaster Profiles of the Least Developed Countries (UNDP 2001):
http://www.undp.Org/bcpr/disred/english/publications/publications.htm#kr
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Role of NGOs in

Disaster Management (DM)

Duration 60 minutes

Main Points Roleof NGOs in managing disasters

Importance of
this session

• The session gives a very practical approach to understand the

relation between disasters and development.

• Pre disaster scenario

• During disasters

• Post disasters

• Role of NGOs as a supporting unit to the efforts taken by Gol.

• NGOs play a major role in preparing the community against
disasters.
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SESSION
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Enabling Objectives

Atthe end of the session, the participants will be able to understand:

o The role of NGOs in pre, during and post disaster
scenario.

The role of NGOs in awareness generationo

o The role of NGOs in preparing the community against

disasters.

That NGOs and Civil society groups supplement and
complement the work of the government.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture and discussion

Approximate Duration: 60 minutes

Participant Notes
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Reading Material for the session: J
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Orientation workshop for NGOs on DM in Delhi

Role in Emergency Responses

The NGOs play an important role in disaster management
and providevaluable resources and expert manpower.Their
strength lies in the choice oftheirmanpower, the informality
in operations and flexibility in procedures. Their capacityto
reach out to the community and their sensitivity to local
traditions, gives them an added advantage to work together
with the community to cope up and respond effectively to
disasters. Some ofthe agencies, both fromwithinand outside
the state have provided technical expertise and capabilities
can be brought intothe fold while managingand responding
to a disaster. These organisations enjoy a fair degree of

autonomy andflexibility andhence, can respond tochanging needs immediately.

NGOs with their its flexibility in approach can work atall levels; beitat thehousehold orstatelevel and can bea
service provider, afacilitator ora promoter.Their role is multifarious and can bechanged with thechanging
situation. Some ofthe most important functions which the NGOs can perform during various phases ofDRR
are listed below:

Role of NGOs in DM

- Creating Awareness

- EarlyWarning Dissemination

- Resource mobilization for relief & rehabilitation

- Capacity Buildingat different levels
- Promoting AlternativeTechnologyfor Housing/AgricultureSectorsetc.

- Linkagebetween ServiceProviders and EndUsers

Role of NGOs in Disaster Preparedness

- Sensitizing Community/other stakeholders

- Facilitation ofthe Process ofContingency Plan

- Vulnerability&RiskAssessment

- Development of Resource Inventory

- Formation and CapacityBuilding ofTaskforce at different Levels through training
- Strengthening theTaskforce groups byproviding Rescue Operation Kits/First Aid Kits etc

- Facilitating the Process OfMockDrills

- Dissemination of EarlyWarning

- Helping in Evacuation/Rescue Operation

- ProvidingServices- BasicNeed -Shelter,Food, Medicine,Wateretc.

- Providing Human Resources

- Helping in Protection ofVulnerable &Risk Areas
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Role of NGOs in Relief & Rehabilitation

- Damage Assessment

- Distribution/ Helping in Distribution of ReliefMaterials

- Awareness Generation for Controlling Epidemics
- Mobilization ofResources

- Promotion of Alternative Technology to reduce the cost
- Gap Analysis RequirementVs. Availability

Role of NGOs in Mitigation

- Providing Services to the Vulnerable Areas

- Establishing Grain/Seed Banks/alternative incomegenerationactivities
- Establishing Networkamong ServicesProviders

- Promoting AlternativeTechnology in Reduction ofVulnerability
- Linkageof Researchwith Development Programme

- Promoting Community Based Institutions to Sustain the Activities

- Helping inAdvocacy/ PolicyFormulation
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Duration

Main Points

Importance of

this session

Who are the DRM Stakeholders

in India?

60 minutes

• Disasters affect almost every aspect of human life and thus

DRM is a mutli-disciplinary and mutli-sectoral field of work.

• There are a range of stakeholders involved in DMand risk

reduction processes in India.

• The Gol has the primary responsibility for coordinating

activities and to provide financial and policy guidance.

• The communities at risk should be at the centre of DRM and

thus Community Based Disaster Management approaches to
DRM are gaining popularity.

• The UN system supports the governments work related to

DRM. Different UN agencies coordinate their work with the

government through the United Nations Disaster

Management Teams.

• NGOs and civil society groups supplement and compliment

the work of the governments. They are also involved in
innovative approaches to DRM.

• The corporate sector and the media are developing a more

holistic role for themselves in DRM, beyond disaster response
to risk reduction.

The Gol's approach has also seen a shift in moving from emergency
response to riskmanagement and reduction. It has built and isbuilding
Institutional and Legislative Systems (ILS) to help mainstream its work
in DRMwithin its development work.

In follow-upto Session5,this session will providefocussed coverage on
the range of DRM stakeholders in India. It will detail the roles and

responsibilities of these stakeholders and throw light on their
relationships.

It will specifically cover the government's mandate, systems and
structures related to DRM, especially the newly emerging
arrangements and regional partnerships.
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Enabling Objectives

At the end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

1. Describe the range of DRM stakeholders/actors in India
including:

• The Government of India (at the national, state,

district and lower administrative levels)

The UN system

The NGOs

The Civil Society Groups
The Communities at Risk

The Corporate Sector

The Media

The Donors

2. Explain the role of the Gol in DRM through information on

its:

a. Structure and systems: Central, state, division, district,

block, city and village level (General and DRM specific)

• Relevant Institutional and Legislative Systems: acts,

policies, institutes etc.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture and discussion

Approximate Duration: 60 minutes

Participant Notes
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Reading Material for the Session:

Primary responsibilityfor all aspects of DM rests with the Gol DM in India falls within the State Subject List;
while administrative and financial aspects are guided by central guidelines. The District Magistrate's Office
and the PRIs in the rural areas and the Ward Offices at the city level are key players in responding to and
planning for disaster riskreduction in India.VariousILS have been set in place by the government to support its
DRM mandate.Thefollowing decision-making and standing bodies are responsiblefor DM at the Central level:

1. Union Cabinet, headed by the Prime Minister

2. National Crisis Management Committee (NCMC), under the chairmanship of the Cabinet Secretary.

3. National Crisis Management Group (NCMG) with the Central Relief Commissioner in the MHA as the

Chairman and senior officers from various concerned Ministries as members. In the event of a disaster

this National CrisisManagement Group, inthe event of a disaster, meets frequently to review the relief
operations and extends all possible assistance required by the affected states to overcome the
situation effectively. The financial assistance from the Central government to the affected states is
provided through the two fundsas discussed below.

a) Calamity Relief Fund (CRF): This is a fund generated by the Government to meet the
expenditure for providing immediate relief to the victims of cyclone, drought, earthquake, fire,
flood and hailstorm. Sometimes this is also used to restore drinking water sources,
communication etc. The amount of annual contribution to the CRF of each State for each of the

financial year is as indicated by Finance Commission. Of the total contribution indicated, the Gol

contributes 75 per cent of the total yearly allocation in the form of non plan grant, and the balance
amount is contributed by the concerned State Government.

b) National Calamity Contingency Fund (NCCF): The NCCF came into force with effect from the
financial year 2000-01.This amount is used to provide immediate relief and rehabilitation in case
the State is unable to cope up with its available Calamity Relief Fund (CRF). A list of items and
norms of expenditure for assistance chargeable to CRF/ NCCF in the wake of natural calamities is
prescribed in detail from time to time.

Arange of other stakeholders are involved in various disaster interventions in the country apart from the
Government.These are:

a. Communities at Risk:The local communities are not only the first sufferers aftera disaster but also the
first responders.Their active rolehelps givea realitycheck on the external stakeholders' assessment of
risks and strategies for risk reduction. They are the most sustainable risk reduction actors in any
context. The significance of their role has led most DM actors to advocate for Community Based
Disaster Management (CBDM).

b. Civil Society Actors: They are organized community bodies with significant grass-root level
experienceand presence,which is crucial forexecuting DRR practices at the community level.These
include NGOs, CBOs, Self Help Groups (SHG), Community Networks and VBOs. Some examples are
Women's Income Generation Groups, Water User Association, Residents WelfareAssociations, School
Education Committees, Hospital Advisory Committees, Nehru Yuvak Kendra Sangathan (NYKS),
NationalServiceScheme (NSS) and NationalCadet Corps(NCC)
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c. NGOs at the local, national and international levels working
on development related issues in India have been actively
involved for decades in DM, primarily in post-disaster relief

operations. Many have recently made a shift to consider
disaster preparedness and mitigation measures with
dedicated programs and projects.They often act as a bridge
between the administration and the society they
supplement the government initiatives in DRM and are
involved in piloting risk reduction projects, building

awareness, training stakeholders in disaster response and
working on DRM, go to the website: http://www.indianngos

Ham radio training to the community, in Orissa

preparedness. For a list of Indian NGOs

com/issue/disaster/

d. Indian Red Cross Society: The Indian Red Cross is a voluntary humanitarian organization with a
networkofover700branchesand thousands ofvolunteersthroughout the country. Itprovides relief
in times of disasters/emergencies and promotes health care and preparedness of the vulnerable
people and communities. The International Red Crossand Red Crescent Movement are the leading
members of the largest independent humanitarian organisation in the world, the International Red
Cross &Red Crescent Movement, http://www.indianredcross.org/

e. United Nations CountryTeam agencies in India provide advice and assistance to the government, in
accordance with their agency mandate and the resources available. In doing so, each agency is
accountable to its own governing body. It is also called upon to act as a member of the UN Disaster
Management Team (UNDMT). Some of the key UN agencies working on DRM in India are FAO, ILO,
UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF, UNIDO, UNIFEM, UNV, WFPand WHO.www.un.org.in.

Solution Exchangeisan initiativeof the United NationsCountryTeamin Indiathat offerscommunities
of development practitioners, a UN-sponsoredspace where they can provide and benefit from each
other's solutions to the day-to-day challenges they face. The Disaster Management Community was
launched in April 2007 for Disaster Management professionals to turn to their peers across India for
solutions to the day-to-day challenges they face. For details, please visit
http://www.solutionexchange-un.net.in/drm.htm

f. The Corporate Sector: In extension to its strong social commitment for holistic national
development, the Confederation of Indian Industries (CM) has been working indisaster responseand
risk management.This 110- yearold organization has the direct membershipof 5,800 industries and
indirect membership of 75,000 industries with 37 per cent small-scale industries. The CM's past
association with disaster management has been inthe post- disaster phase. Ithas recentlyadopted a
holistic three-tier approach to developing DM capabilities for self-protection (e.g. safeguarding
industrial, assets, infrastructure, production processes and personnel); community (eg: generating
awareness, ensuring safety of areas neighbouring industries)and national (eg: pre-disaster protocols
with administration). Some members of the corporate sector leading in building DRM capacities are
the Reliance Industries; the Union Bankof India, the Apollo Hospitals etc.

g. The Media: These include local, regional, national and international media including the print
(newspapers andmagazines) and audio-visual (such asradio andtelevision). Owing tothe news value,
the media is quickto coverdisastersconsistently till it retainsthe newsvalue. In additionto supplying
crucial information on the affected and help lines during rapid- onset disasters, the media is also
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h.

involved in setting up relief funds, capturing and sharing relief and recovery practices, rebuilding
villages, identifying gaps for the attentionofdisaster stakeholders and raising public consciousness.
Their message can also help build preparedness and mitigation, for example potential threats to
epidemics like the Avian Flu. They have also covered slow onset disasters like the droughts in
Rajasthan from various angles, beitpolitical orsocial, specially highlighting the 'flawed' development
practices. There has been a change in media coverage over the years, from relief byarmed forces, to
the role of civil society; from demand for help to communicating the nature of help needed ; from
criticism of the government to highlighting improved preparedness among authorities, and most
importantly, the concept of citizen journalism.

Donors: These include regional and international agencies, International Financial Institutions (IFIs)
and bilateral donors that are working in the area of development. Some prominent donors are the
American India Foundation (AIF), Ford Foundation, Department for International Development,
United Kingdom (DFID), European Commission, United States Agency for International Development
(USAID), the Australian government's overseas aid program (AusAID), European Commission's
Humanitarian Aid Department (ECHO), World Bank, Asian DevelopmentBank, Government ofJapan,
Netherlands and others. They are actively involved in conducting post-disasterassessments and in
funding government and non-government initiatives related to disaster response, recovery and
preparedness.
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Feedback and Closing Dayl

Duration 15 minutes '

Main Points In this session the participants are expected to fill up the session wise
feedback form. This will help us to rate the sessions and improve these

sessions based on the feedback received from the participants. The
feedback could be on the logistics arrangements provided and also on

each of the technical sessions. We would therefore request you to give
us an honest feedback to make the future training programmes a

success.

The feedback form is attached at the end for reference.

Importance of
this session

The session is very important as it will help the organizers determine
the course of action for the future. Session wise feedback received

from the participants will help in improving them qualitatively.
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Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Identify the positive and negativeaspects of the training
programme.

• Learn from the days proceedings

Methods of Delivery: Self

Approximate Duration: 15 minutes
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SESSIONYp Recap of Day 1

Duration 15 minutes

Main Points The main objective of this session is to recapitulate the discussions
held on Day 1.The task can be assigned to one participant or a couple
of them. This session will help all the participants to reiterate their
learning and clarifyany area which needs more discussion.

Importance of
this session

This session is very important as it will help the organizers determine
the course of action for the next day. The session tries to recapitulate
the discussions held on Day 1.This session also helps the participants
to clarify their doubts related to the sessions held on that day.
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SESSION

Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Recapitulate the discussion held on Day 1during the training
programme.

• Clarify doubts related to the sessions held on Day 1.

• Know about the sessions to be held on Day 2.

Methods of Delivery: Presentation and discussion by participants

Approximate Duration: 15 minutes
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Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)

Duration 120 minutes |

Main Points

Importance of
this session

This session tries to teach the participants methods to involve the
community and prepare a Community Based DM plan with the various

tools available. This session tries to explain

• The evolution of PRA/RRA/PLA.

• KeyPrinciples for conducting PRA

• PRATools

• Organizing a PRA

The session is very important and crucial as it helps the participants
to have a better understanding of various tools available. This

approach is particularly useful as it enables vulnerable
groups/community to be better prepared.
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SESSION

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)

Enabling Objectives

Attheend of the session, the participants will be able to:

• Know the various tools available

In-depth interview

Semi-structured Interview

Informal conversational interview

Standardized open ended interview

Interview with independent responders

Focused group discussions

Community Interviews

Diagrammatic techniques

a) Mapping technique

b) Ranking and scoring

c) Trend analysis

• The key principals for conducting a PRA

Methods of Delivery: Lecture and discussion

Approximate Duration: 120 minutes

Participant Notes
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Reading Material for the Session:

PRA is a label given to a growing family of participatory approaches and methods that emphasize local

knowledge and enable local people to make their own appraisal, analysis, and plans. Robert Chamber's
approach on PRA builds up on the Rapid RuralAppraisal (RRA), which emerged in the late 1970's. RRA called for

greater attention to local people's knowledge, but still relied on the "expert" to obtain and organize this
knowledge. PRA, came about in the late 1980s and is still evolving having shifted its focus from gathering
indigenous people's knowledge to encouraging their analytical skills.The PRA leader aims to facilitate local

peoples' empowerment so that they can appraise, analyze and solve their own development plans. This
approach is highly critical of western experts, who recommended top-down technique to development, and
accepts the knowledge and analytical skillsofthe poor that can be brought to light and strengthened through
participatory methods, no matter what their education. (Chambers, 1994).

PRA is above all a method, emphasizing experimental innovation rather than theories and abstractions. It has

developed a cluster of techniques, usually with groups rather than individuals that can be very easily assessed
and understood. It comprises of a set of techniques or "basket of techniques" aimed at shared learning
between the local people and outsiders, gathering information through informal discussion for need
assessment planning, implementation and monitoring.

PRA uses group animation and exercise to facilitate information sharing, analysis and action among
stakeholders. Although originally developed for use in rural areas, PRA has been employed successfully in a
variety of settings. The purpose of PRA isto enable development practitioners, government officialsand local
people to work together and plan context appropriate programs.The PRA techniques are normally used in the
field to gather qualitative data, often to contemplate quantitative data.

PRA emerged as an alternative to the following two common qualitative methods.
a) questionnaires which often proved lengthy, costly and prone to errors and
b) rushed site visit by researchers to collect haphazard data from local elites.

PRA uses a combination of approaches and methods to enable rural people to share, enhance and analyze
their knowledge of life. Thisthen becomes the combination that helps them to plan and to act. PRA methods
are based on simple principles:

• Areversal of learning, to learn with and from rural people,directly on the site, face- to- face, gaining
fromlocal, physical, technical and social knowledge.

• Learningrapidlyand progressively, with flexible useof methods, improvisationand crosschecking.

• Seeking diversity. Looking for contradictions, anomalies and differences.

• Triangulating. Using a range ofmethods to ensure reliability and validity, and to enablecrosschecking

• Facilitating by the local people. Facilitating investigation, analysis, presentation and learning byrural
people themselves, so that they present and own their own outcomes.

The PRA approach is particularly useful as it enables vulnerable groups ina communityto have a voice and
impart their views on issues of transportation and access from which they are most often excluded. Hence,
from the participation bydifferent groups such as women, the elderly, disabled and even school children,
researchers andotherprofessionals areable to paint a realistic picture ofcommunity life, andthrough use of
differentPRA techniques, can answer the questions relevant to their needs.
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2. KEY PRINCIPALS FOR CONDUCTING PRA'S

2.1 Preparation:
There is a need to ensure that all available secondary data on the locality and the subject has been reviewed,

allowingsuitable villagesto be identified tocapture a broad sample, before surveyingcommences.

It is also advisable to enlist the help of external collaborators, preferably with detailed knowledge of the
locality, and bearing no prejudice or hierarchical position.

2.2 Facilitation:

It is important that the external professional displays good facilitation skills, that enable local people to
undertake some or all of the investigation, mapping:, modeling, diagramming, ranking, scoring,
quantification, analysis, presentation and planning themselves. Though the analysis is then shared with the
outsiders, the information stays with the people who generate it.

Inorder to capture all that isto be observed and recorded during a PRA, it isrecommended that a minimumof
two to three external facilitators are deployed. This will enable detailed recording of information, whilst a
facilitator observes the interaction between the participants. It isalso useful to generate some feedback from
the villagers surveyed on the design methods employed.

2.3 Behaviourand Attitudes:

The behaviour and attitude of external facilitators are of primary importance, even more important than the
methods used. Proper attitude encompasses critical self-awareness and embracing errors, sitting down,
listening and learning, not lecturing but allowing all villagers to be the mainteachersand analysts.This implies
that outsiders must understand how their role in community interaction changes and what their behaviour
should be iflocal people are to benefit from this.

2.4 Longevity:
Participatoryapproaches cannot be substituted and are an integral part of,long -term dialogue and sustained
interaction. A brief participatory exercise with a group of local people will not lead to positive and lasting
changes. PRAs work more effectively when they are carried out over a sufficient length of time, with the
facilitators living amongst the community under survey, absorbing themselves in community life. In this
manner, mutual respect will be gained, and informal information can beextracted. In addition,the longerthe
survey, the greater and more representatives the samples will be.

3. STRENGTHS OF PRA

3.1 Visibility:
One ofthe strengths ofPRA isthat most ofthe methodsarevisual and,therefore accessible to a larger groupof
people. The groupdebates that ensuestimulate improvisation resulting in new applications. Group activities
canalso bevery dynamic and promote discussions on issues otherthanwhathasbeenprogrammed..

3.2 Participation:
Participation ofthe local in PRA activities is essential to its value asa research and planning method andasa
means fordiffusingthe participatory approach to development.

3.3 Teamwork:

As validity of PRA data relies on informal interaction, it is best done by a team of local people with a
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perspective and knowledge of the area's conditions, traditions, and social structure, and can include nationals
or expatriateswith a complementary mix of multi- disciplinary backgroundsand experience. Awell balanced
team will represent thediversity ofsocio-economic, cultural, gender, andgenerational perspectives.

3.4 Flexibility:

PRA does not provide blueprints for its practitioners. The combination oftechniques that is appropriate in a
particular development contextwill bedetermined bysuchvariables asthe size and skill mix ofthe PRA team,
the time and resources available,and the topic and location ofthe work.

3.5 Optimal Ignorance:
To beefficient in terms oftime and resources, PRA work intends togather just enough information tomake the
necessary recommendations and decisions.

3.6 Triangulation:

This isa method oflinking differentsurveytechniques inorder to crosscheckthe information collected.These
are often carried out in groups ofthree toincrease thecredibilityofeach survey technique.Triangulation is ofa
particular use when employing mapping, ranking and scoring, flow diagrams, Venn diagrams and wealth
ranking techniques, asthese involve groupparticipation which may require someverification.

3.7 Observation:

Priorto conducting a PRA, realistic objectives of surveys need to be laiddown and researcher should be clear in
their minds about what exactly they are supposed todo. .Although much ofthetechniques employed in PRA
are flexible in their content anddesign, it is important to have some pre-determined questions in mind atall
times. In order tocapture the truepicture ofthe livelihoods ofthe rural poor in its entirety researchers should
act on what they see, and recognize distinctions in gender, age and wealth etc. amongst the community.
Observation also aids improvisation, particularly when carrying out diagramming techniques, allowing
household implementationsfor example to be used inthe PRA methods.

4. PRATOOLS

PRA is an exercise in communication and transfer ofknowledge. It uses "a basket of techniques" from which
those most appropriate for the project can be selected togather correct information from the community.
Regardless ofwhether it is carried out as part of project identification or appraisal or as part ofthecountry
economics and sector work, the learning by doing and teamwork spirit of PRA requires transparent
procedures. For that reason, a series ofopen meetings generally frame the sequence ofPRA activities. Other
tools common to measure qualitative data in PRA are:

In depth Interviews:

In-depth interviewing entails asking questions, listening toand recording the answers, and then posing
additional questions to clarify or expand on a particular issue. Questions are open- ended and
respondents are encouraged to express their perceptions in their own words. It aims atunderstanding the
beneficiaries'viewofprogram, theirterminology andjudgments.

There are four basic approaches to in-depth interviewing. These differ mainly in theextent towhich the
interview questions are determined and standardized beforehand: semi-structured interview, the
informal conversational interview, and the standardized open-ended interview. Each approach serves a
different purpose andhasdifferent preparation andinstrumentation requirement.
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a) Semi-structured Interviewing:
Interviewing is one of the techniques used in development studies. Participatory methods have
contributed to adjusting the interview to make it more interactive, while still controlled and
structured.In this technique some ofthe questions and topicsare pre-determined,while the majority
of the questions are formulated during the interview. Questions are asked according to a flexible
checklist and not from a standardized questionnaire. This method is often time consuming as it is
conducted on a one to one basis, and therefore should be used in addition to the group survey
method. However, the techniqueisvery useful inextracting information from particular members of
the community.

b) Informal Conversational Interview:
This techniquerelies on the spontaneousgeneration ofquestions inthe natural flow ofaninteraction.
This type of interview is appropriate when the evaluator wants to maintain maximum flexibility to
pursue questioning in what ever direction appears to beappropriate depending on the information
that emerges from observing a particular setting, or from talking to one or more individuals in that
setting. Under these circumstances, it is not possible to have a pre- determined setofquestions. The
strength of this approach is that the interviewer is flexible and highly responsive to the individual
differences, situational changes,and emerging newinformation.The weakness is that it maygenerate
(less systematic) data that isdifficult andtimeconsuming toclarify andanalyze.

c) Standardized Open ended Interview:
It consists of a set of open- ended questions carefully worded and arranged in advance. The
interviewer asks the samequestion to each ofthe responder with essentially the samewords and in
the same sequence. This type of interview may be particularly appropriate when thereare several
interviewers and the evaluator wants to minimize the variation in the question they pose. It is also
usefulwhen it isdesirable to have the same type of response fromeach interviewerat severalpoints in
time or when there are time constraints for data collection and analysis. But,this technique allows the
evaluator to collect detaileddata systematically andfacilitate probability among all respondents. The
weakness ofthisapproach isthat itdoes not permit the interviewer to pursuetopics orissues thatare
not anticipated when the interview instruments are elaborated upon. This also limits the use of
alternative lines of questioning from which individual differences and circumstances can be fully
incorporated in the evaluation.

Interview with Individual Respondents:
The common type ofinterview ofindividuals is the"Key Informant Interview". This is done for an individual,
who as a result of his/her knowledge, previous experience or social status in a community, has access to
information valuable for the evaluator. Information that issought could provide insight about the functioning
of the society, their problems and the needs. Key informants are a source of -.«
information which can assist in understanding the context ofthe programme or M
project. Since the selection ofthe key informant is not random, the issue ofbias
always arises. Another difficulty of this method is in separating the informants' rJ
potentialpartiality to form a balancedview ofthe situation.

Focused Group Discussions (FGD):

• Inthis technique the researcher selects a particular topic and carries out a

discussion with the community. The interview is mainly with smaller,
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homogeneous groups with similar background and experience e.g with only the women folk of
scheduled caste community, or with children within the age group of 15years etc.

• It facilitates more participation and in-depth discussions as the group with which the researcher is

having the discussion is verysmall and homogenous.Thus, the mainpurpose isto elicit ideas, insights
and experiences in a social context where people stimulate each other and consider their own views
along with those of others.

• Itacts as a qualitycontrol mechanism as one can crosscheck the data collected fromthe community.

• These interviews are conducted several timeswithdifferentgroups so that the evaluatorcan identify
trends inthe perceptionsand opinionsexpressed.Theinterviewer acts as a facilitator introducing the
subject, guiding the discussion and encouraging all members to express their opinions. One of the
main advantages of this technique is that interactions among the members weed out false and
extreme views, thus providing a quality control mechanism. Thishowever requires a skillful facilitator
to ensure an even participation from all members.

Community Interviews:

These are mainly carriedout inpublicmeetings inwhichthe wholecommunityis consulted.These interviews
involve a set of factually based fairly close ended questions. Once the interviewers pose the questions, the
group will interact to get the consensus around the answer. Interviewing the community as a whole can
provide valuable information on how wella project isworking.The major weaknesses of this method are that
participation maybe limited to a few status members of the community, or the communityleaders mayuse
the forum to seek consensus on their own views and preferences.

DIAGRAMMATICTECHNIQUES

Some ofthe keyDiagrammatic techniques are:

• MappingTechniques

• Ranking Exercise

• Trend Analysis

Visual basic techniques are important tools for enhancing a shared understanding between outsiders and
locals, butmay hide important differences ofopinion and perspective when drawn in group settings, andmay
not reveal culture based information and beliefs adequately. They therefore need to be complemented with
other techniques such as interviewing and observation, to cross check and supplement the results of
diagramming.

Mapping exercise as used in PRA activity not only provides the evaluator
with information about the physical characteristics of the community,
but also reveals the socio economic conditions and how the

participants perceive their community. The maps are usually drawn by
the villagers on the ground by using chalksor locally available resources
or on a large sheet of paper. The exercise often attracts attention and

generates useful debate among the mapmakers and the onlookers. The
final map is then recorded by the PRA team to be used in subsequent
discussions.

Various thematic maps can be developed based on the focus of the
evaluation:
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• Historical Map: It documents the changes that have occurred in the community and can be used, for

example, to generate discussion on the causes and effects ofenvironmental degradation.

• Social Map: Itillustratesthe individualhouseholds that make up the community and differentsymbols

can be used to show particular household characteristics relative wealth, levels of resources used,
number of school aged children in or out of school, infrastructure, etc

• Personal Maps: these are the ones drawn by individuals rather than groups. They can show the

perspectives of different sections ofthe community interms ofthe boundaries ofthe community,the
place most important to them, or their visionof howthe community can be improved.

• Layout Map
o Whole layout ofthe village isshown in the map

• Transact Map

o Crosssection ofa part ofthe landscape which will help us to know more about the area

• Resource Map

o All available resources in the area like roads, health centers, grain bank etc.

• Wealth Map

o Identifying the wealth and influence in the village

Flow Diagram

These are used for the systematic analysis of a wide range of issues where a series of causes and effects
relationships are examined.Thesecan act as a basisfordiscussing the relationship between different groups,
individuals or issues, and can demonstrate potential multiplier effects. Ingeneral, a flowdiagram has the main
issue written in the central circle, with elements radiating from it. The diagram should also be used as a
retrospective tool, inorderto prevent it becoming a'wish list'forvillagers.

Another typeofmapping exercise istheVenn diagramsorthe Chapattidiagram. AVenn diagram is usedto
depict key institutions, organizations and individuals and their interaction with the local community. Key
players in the decision- making areshown, andthe institution analyzed canbe both local onesinternal to the
community, and the external ones which have a local influence. On the Venn diagram, each institution is
represented usually bya circle. The size ofthe circle represents the importance, significance or power ofthat
institution.The degree ofoverlapbetween the circles representsthe level ofinteraction that occurs.

The organizations, individuals, and decision makers are represented on circular cards rather as this leads to
greaterdiscussion andthe flexibility to move organizations around asconsensus isreached onitsimportance.

Ranking and Scoring Exercise

There are three different ranking techniques commonly used in participatory evaluation: problem ranking,
preference ranking and wealth ranking.

a) Problem Ranking: Several different techniques can be used to elicit the locals perceptionofthe most
important problems they face. One way of carrying out the exercise is to ask the participants to
identify six majorproblemsintheir communityingeneralor byfocusing a particular project, and then
asking them to rankthese problems in order of importance.
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A more systematic technique is called as the 'pair wise ranking,' which uses cards to represent different
problems.The facilitator shows the"Problemcards"two at a time, asking,"which is a bigger problem?" As
the participants make the comparisons, the results are recorded in a matrix.The final result is obtained by
counting the number of times a problem"won"over the others and arranging them in appropriate order.

b) Preference Ranking: in this also the participants assess different items or options, using criteria that

they themselves identify. A common form of preference ranking uses a Matrix with item/ options

along the horizontal axis and the elicited criteria on the Vertical axis. This technique works well as an

introductory exercise in all group discussions as it can reveal interesting differences among the group
members. These discrepancies can be explored later during the discussion or subsequent interviews

with the individuals. Gender differences are particularly worth exploring, as men and women often

have quite different preferences and criteria for those preferences.

c) Wealth Ranking: it enables the villagers to divide the households in the community according to the
economic and other 'wellbeing' categories. This helps in identifying the target group members for

projects, especially the poorer section ofthe society. It also subdivides the larger group for further PRA
discussions. Differences in wealth, particularly well being, affect people's perceptions and coping

strategies.The most common version of this technique involves a series of individuals, a focus group of
community members, ranking their entire community. The PRA facilitators introduce the technique

using local terms for wealth and property and encourage participants to first discuss how they define

these terms and how they would describe a poor or a rich household (that is,their criteria for assessing

a household's relative wealth). It is important to understand this prior to further appraisal or planning.

d) Scoring
When scoring there are a number of different methods that can be used that have individual strengths

and weaknesses depending on the context and desired output'. Free scoring enables participants to

score each element against each criteria with no limits placed on the scores.
Closed scoring can be done in three ways:

1. Each 'box' can be scored between eg. 0-5, this is repeated over the whole matrix

2. A fixed number of points can be awarded for each criterion (row or column) and these are

distributed between the elements in that row or column in relation to their perceived importance.

3. Afixed number of points are allowed for the entire matrix, and these must be distributed between

both elements and criteria as participants decide.

e) Trend Analysis
Some ofthe visual basic techniques used to conduct community trend analysis are: seasonal calendars and

daily activity charts.

Seasonal Calendars: Seasonal calendars drawn by the local people are very useful means of generating

information about trends within the community and identifying periods of particular stress and vulnerability.
Best undertaken in the context of a group discussion (to help verify the information obtained) seasonal

calendars are often drawn on the ground with the relative trends using stones or seeds, as in a preference
ranking matrix. In other instances, simple line graphs can be drawn to show seasonal increases or decreases. A

whole series of seasonal variables can be included in one calendar to give an overview of the situation
throughout the year. These variables can include rainfall, crop sequences, labor demand, availability of paid
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employment, out migration, incidence of human diseases, expenditure levels and so on.

On the whole, the trend need only be shown as rough, qualitative ones. Quantification is rarelynecessary for
the purpose ofthe PRA. The finished calendars can be useful as a way of indicating, for e.g, whether project
related activities generate alternative sources of income orfood when they are needed the most.

Organizing a PRA

Before a Field work:

Atypical PRA activity involves a team of people working two to three weeks on workshop discussion, analyses,
and field work. Several organizational aspects should be considered:

• Carefully review and access secondary data

• Developing subtopics- Brainstorming sessions are very essential to identify these subtopics

• Have funds for purchasing refreshments for the community meeting during the PRA, and supplies

suchasflipchart pa per and markers.

• Training the team may be required so that every member has the same level of understanding.

• PRA results are influenced by the length of time allowed to conduct the exercise.

• Reports are best written immediately after the field work period, based on notes from PRA team

members. A preliminary report should be available within a week or so ofthe fieldwork, and the final

report should be made available to all participants and the local institutions that were involved.

During a Field Work:

• Build rapport develop communication and working skills with the locals especially the village leader,

PRI members, teachers, CBOs and NGOs, SHG group members etc.

• Greetthevillagersintheirtraditionalway.

• Tryto socialize as much as you can in keeping with their culture. It isalways better to show due respect

to the culture of a community.

• Query knowledgeablepeopleaboutthetopicandabouttheirvillage

• Tryto meet the village leader/officials/ PRIs in that area

• Clearly explain the reason ofyour visit to the villagers so that there is no doubt in their mind about the

purpose.This will helpthe villagers to be very clearand open in theirdiscussions.

• Choose time and venue that isconvenient and suited to the local people.. Preferhaving a meeting in a

public place and not in the premises of any individual.

• The original copy ofthe maps and the information collected should be available with the community.

The researcher gets a copy of it along with him or her.

Afterthe Field Work

• Discussions should be carried out regarding the information collected. Identify gaps in the

information, so that these can be filled up by going to the village and talking to the people again.
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• Findings should be presented on papers, seminars, workshops so that the information collected and

itsfindings are shared among a larger group.

• Comments / suggestions are taken note of and should be incorporated in the final report that isbeing

prepared.

Do's and Don'ts for the researcher

• Develop interview guide (Paste it on the back ofthe note book). It is preferable not to read it in front of

the respondents.Try to memorize the sequence of questions that need to be discussed.

• Presentation must be consistent and congruent with situation

• Invisiting a poor rural community-

- don't sit while others stand

- don't interview a person of opposite sex alone
- Beaware and sensitive to localcustoms, method ofgreeting etc

• Carefullyexplain who you are, and the reason for the request for the interview

• Useopen ended questions- that allows participants to add the info he/see feels appropriate

• The facilitator should be a facilitator not the controller

• Avoid raising expectations

• Avoid lecturing listen and learn

• Stay in the village through out the exercise.

Conclusion

A PRA exercise builds on and acknowledges local knowledge available within the community. While the
facilitator can duplicate the local knowledge the original concept will always remain the essence of the
communitywhich generated and shared it.
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

paration of Conimunity Based ,
eparation of Community Based

Disaster Management (DM) PlanPrS

90 minutes

• Need for Community Planning

• Steps/components of preparation of a Community Based DM

plan.

• Formation ofDM committee

• Reviewand analysis ofpast disasters

• Seasonality calendarof past disasters.

• Mapping exercise

• Formation of DMTs

• Mock drill

• Identification of Hazard specific mitigation activities.

• CommunityContingency Fund

• Linkages of DMPlans with Development Plans.

The session is one ofthe most important sessions as it provides an

overall understanding of the steps and components for the
preparation of the Community Based DMPlanning. The approach

being very participatory, the participants can relate this session with

the previous i.e. Session 09 on PRAand try to link the various tools

that can be used to develop a plan.
BBBa
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SESSION

Preparation of Community Based
DM Plan

Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Know the various tools available to include:

In-depth interview

Semi-structured Interview

Informal conversational interview

Standardized open ended interview

Interview with independent responders

Focused group discussions

Community Interviews

Diagrammatic techniques

d) Mapping technique

e) Ranking and scoring

• The key principals for conducting a PRA

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussion and group activity

Approximate Duration: 90 minutes
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Reading Material for the session:

Community participation and ownership in disaster risk reduction is one of the key factors in reducing
vulnerabilities of people and minimizing the loss. The Government of IndiaGol's focus on a Community Based
Disaster Preparedness (CBDP) approach promotes community involvement and strengthens its capacities for
vulnerability reduction through decentralized planning process. This session deals with the concept,
component and some ofthe best practices in India.

1. Community Based Disaster Preparedness

Analyses of response to past disasters have highlighted reaching out to the victims within the critical period
during an emergency as a major requirement to protect people and assets. This has resulted in developing

mechanisms to mitigate disasters at the grassroots level through participation of communities. Communities

being the first responder and having more contextual familiarity with hazards and available resources are in a

better position to plan and execute immediate rescue and relief actions. In areas that have experienced
repeated disasters, communities have realized the need to work out a plan to prevent losses and at the same

time enable faster recovery in the event of an emergency situation. Therefore in order to convert this
realization into an effective plan, guidelines which will help them to prepare their own Community Based DM
plans to safeguard lives, livelihood and property need to be given.

The CBDP planning referred to in the following sections pertains to preparedness, mitigation and response

plans.

The primary goal of CBDP is to reduce vulnerability ofthe concerned community and strengthen its existing
capacity to cope with disasters.The approach of preparing the CBDP plans considers people's participation a

necessary pre-requisite for disaster management. Involving the community in the preparatory phase not

only increases the possibility of coordinated-action to help in mitigating disasters but also brings them

together to address the issue collectively. Evidences exist of collective and coordinated action yielding good

results, lessening the impact of disaster to a great extent.

Several organizations have been supporting communities in developing CBDP. However concepts vary. For

some, CBDP means getting the communities organized to maintain a cyclone structure with a well-developed

evacuation plan. Similarly, the process followed also differs. Some organizations develop the plan and explain

the components to the communities, while others prefer to develop the plan with the involvement ofthe

communities. Most of these processes remain outside the purview of the Government and have the inherent

danger of communities forgetting the roles and responsibilities, especially ifthe plan is used after a period of

time.

2. ComponentsofCBDP

a. Disaster Management Committee (DMC):
AVillage Disaster Management Committee (VDMC) is formed in each village and is responsible for initiating

disaster preparedness activities. It consists of locally elected representatives, grass root government
functionaries, local NGOs/Community Based Organizations (CBOs, members of youth groups such as the

National Service Scheme (NSS) and Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS), women groups, youth club

members, grass root level government functionaries, etc. The size of a VDMC is based on the population and

need of the villagers. The Head of the VDMC takes a lead in mobilizing the community for preparation of the
CBDP plans.
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b. Review & Analysis of Past Disasters:

This refers to prioritizing disasters based on its frequency and analysis of the estimated losses and can be
undertaken by taking the help of elderly people of the village. The villagers analyze the losses they had
incurred during various disasters and learn the best practicescarried out. This is an important activity as it
formsthe basisfor preparedness and mitigation plans.

c. Seasonality Calendar of Disasters:
While analyzing the past experiences pertaining to various natural disasters, communities develop the
seasonality calendar based on the occurrence of disaster events.

d. Mapping Exercises:
One of the most important activities of the CBDP is the mapping of risk,
vulnerabilities and capacities of the village by the community itself.This is
done through a Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) exercise. Before the
mapping exercise starts, the community members first discuss the experience
of previous disasters they have faced or what disasters they mayface infuture.
It aims to provide a pictorial base to the planning process especially for the
semi literate populace and ensures maximum community involvement
across gender, caste and other divides. It has also been found to be very
effective in raising awareness among the community thereby enhancing its
participation in problem identification.The maps generate awareness among

the community about the avenues for smooth evacuation during any
imminent disaster. The strategy adopted is to use locally available resources rather than depending on the
external agencies for help and support.The villagers/community members are encouraged to draw maps on
the ground usinglocally available materials suchas stone, sand and various colourpowdersfor different items
and indicators.Themaps drawn need not be to scale.Thetypes of maps are as follows:

Resources Map: Resource mapping focuses on identifying locally available assets and resources that can be
utilized for building capacities ofthe community during and after disasters. Apart from infrastructure and
funds, this could be about individuals with specific skills, local institutions and people's knowledge. A
resource map is therefore not limited to a map depicting the available resources onlybut alsoplottingofthe
distribution, accessand itsuse bytaking intoconsideration prevailingsensitiveness withinthe village.

Riskand vulnerability map: In the Vulnerability map,communitymembers haveto identify hazards that the
village is proneto and the possibleareasthat wouldbeaffected.They alsodemarcate the lowlying areas, areas
near the water bodies such as the sea and river, direction of wind, etc. Through this mapping exercise

community members identify the location ofgroupsat risk and the assetsthat require protectionfrom various
hazards.

Safe and alternate route map: Ina similar exercise, the villagers identify safe areas such as strong houses
/buildings, raised platforms etc.These act as a shelter place for the people in the event of an evacuation. It
would be useful to identify the alternate approach routes also which could be used during the time of an
emergency.
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Community Sensitization meeting paves theway for community decision making process in
Lahotighat Block, Morigaon District of Assam.

Lahorighat Block of Morigaon District, Assam, has witnessed severe floods and land erosion in the last three
decades. As a result many villages have been swept away into the mighty river Brahmaputra. Vast tracks of
cultivable fertile land have become infertile duetosand deposits.The farmers ofthis block have been striving to
recover from the natural loss faced year after year. Community sensitisation meetings with help of the
representatives from local self-government groups, trained volunteers, local NGOs, were organized for
identifyingthe need fordisaster preparedness and mitigation initiatives.

After initial discussions with thevillage head, itwas decided "to meet the members during evening hours after
the day's work,through holding FGD sessions (Focus Group Discussion) for drafting the DM Plan which deals
with DM techniques, preparedness, response and mitigation, along with formation oftask forces to carry out
activities at various stages."

During the interaction, local residents expressed their concern for adopting preparedness and mitigation
techniques during flood season. It was decided to construct a raised platform with a flat bank cum community
fishery to be used during flood and non-flood season. The site for the construction ofthefishery cum flat bank
platform was donated by the village members. The profits from the fishery would be shared among the
landowners leaving 10 %ofthe profit for community development work. To have boats for rescue operation,
decision wasunanimous to havetheirownmachine boats, equipped with life jackets; nylon ropes at least one in
each Gram Panchayat (GP) for initiating immediate rescue operation during flood. The Gram Sabha would
approve funds for purchase of boats and its maintenance.

Being aware ofthe community's vulnerability to disastersduring frequent occurrence of floods, the disaster
management committee representative developed a sense of responsibility to involve themselves in the

mitigation steps being taken bythe administration. Through community sensitization meetings, communities
have been abletoprepare theCBDP plan asanintegral partofadevelopment plan forthe community.

e. Disaster management Teams (DMTs)
Village level DMT/Task Forces areformed to outline coordinated response during crisis situations. DMTs have
sectoral focus such as early warning, shelter management, evacuation &rescue, medical and first aid, water
and sanitation, carcassdisposal, counseling, damage assessment and reliefand coordination. Basedon needs
assessment ofthe teams, specialized training could be provided to the members. DMT members would be
linked to the existing service providers for continuous training and discharging of their responsibilities
effectively.

Theroles and responsibilities ofvarious DMTs are the following:

1. Early Warning Team- The members of this team are responsible for providing the latest warning
information tovillagers sothatgetample time is available for preparation toface a hazard. Emergency contact
telephone numbers are collected well inadvance ofthe hazard season and tools such as radio, televisionetc.
are to be kept inworking condition prior to the hazard period. During the occurrenceofthe hazard, the team
would be responsible to inform every household ofthe latest position. They would also keep a track ofthe
situation and listen tode-warning messages todecideonthe timing forcall offtheemergency state.
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2. Evacuation, Search and Rescue Team: Members of this task force are mainly responsible to evacuate
and carry out search and rescue operation during the time of an emergency. The members of this team are
mainly youngmenand womenofthe village, ex-service men;swimmers, etc.Rescue kits necessaryto carry out
activities of this team should ideally be made from local indigenous materials. These members are trained
with the help of CivilDefence, Police, Fire services, etc.

3. Shelter Management Team: Members of this team take careof the identified shelter buildings in pre,
duringand post disaster scenarios. Care needs to be taken to stocknecessarymaterial such as food, drinking
water, medicines, bleaching powder, firewood, lantern, etc. Special care needs to be taken for the animal stock
duringanydisaster. The team needs to ensure hygieneinand around the shelter place. Women are generally
activemembers of this team as they are well acquainted with house management, so are suitableforthisjob
duringan emergency. The team leaderor anyother member should havethe keys ofthe sheltersso that prior
to the disaster the place iscleaned up and necessary materials stocked.

4. Water &Sanitation Team: Members ofthis team ensure availability of safe drinkingwater and cleanliness
ofthe village sothat there is no dangerofepidemics afterthe event. They will make arrangements for storing
waterfor drinking, cooking and other chores.

5. Medical &First AidTeam: This specialized team is responsible for preparing and updating the list ofthe
vulnerable population like old and ailing people, pregnant ladies, children etc. They also have to procure
necessary medicines before the hazard season and conduct a routine check-up of the ailing people in the
village. They haveto collecthealth related information and makethe community awareofthe measuresto be
taken. Womenand existing health practitioners of the villageare the members of this team. This team would
receiveperiodictraining fromthe localmedical (local health centre) personnel.

6. Reliefand Coordination Team: This team maintains the list ofall household members so that theycan
arrange or procure sufficientquantity of food materials for each category of people. Theyare also responsible
for thedistribution ofrelief materials. In the postdisaster period theywill make arrangements for gettingrelief
materials from the Block office. They should also have the list of shops/ wholesale dealershipswhere food
grains are available for use during the time ofemergency.

7. Carcass DisposalTeam:The team is responsible fortheclearing ofcarcasses (ifany) afterthedisaster.They
areexposedto different typesofcarcasses disposal methods.Theteam shouldput inall effortsto checkspread
ofdiseasesbydisposing ofthe carcasses at the earliestand inthe rightmanner.

8. TraumaCounseling Team:Theexisting relief systemdoes not haveany provision fortreatment of mental
health,whichenhances suicidal casesafteranymajordisaster. Community membersaffectedbyadisasterare
usually traumatized due to loss of family members and assets. In such a situation, the counseling team is
responsible for easing the victims of theirtrauma.

9. Damage Assessment Team: After normalcy returns the damage assessment team carries out an
estimationofthe damaged houses, livelihood assets and cropsetc. Usually a Govt, functionary from the State
RevenueDepartment carriesout such assessments assisted by the damage assessment team.

f. Mock Drill: Mock drill is an integral partofthe village CBDP plan, as ithelps to prepare the community by
increasingitsalertness level. Withthis in mind mockdrillsare organized inallvillages to activate the DMTs and
modifications, ifany, aremadein the DM plan. Being a simulation exercise, ifpracticed regularly itwould help
inimprovingthe cohesiveness ofthe community during an emergency.
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g. Identification of Hazard Specific Mitigation Activities
Whiledeveloping the CBDP, villagers would be able to ascertain mitigation techniques for each type of hazard
for the long term. These could be in the form of coastal belt plantations, cyclone shelters in threatened areas,
improved drainage systems in low lying areas, raising the platform ofthe community hall or school building,
etc that would assist in minimizing loss reducing the impact of disasters.

All community mitigation plans are consolidated at Gram Panchayat (GP) level and become a part of the
respective development plan. All mitigation plans would be forwarded to higher authorities for financial
provision. .These would eventually be funded under the on-going development programmes in the district,
for which the District Magistrate/Collector isthe nodal officer.Disaster management committee at the district
levels and the State Steering Committee (a mechanism established at the State headquarters level) play a
major role in ensuring this.

h. Community Contingency Fund (CCF):
Availability of resources for various activities to be carried at different phases of the cycle is very crucial. To
cater for this each household in the village would be motivated to contribute resources in the form of funds
and/or food grains, which becomes a reserve for the village. Avery nominal amount based on the affording
capacity of the inhabitants (households) is collected and kept as the CCF or Village Emergency Fund.
Utilisation of this fund isdecided during the annual meeting as per the need and developmental plans ofthe
village.

4. Preparation of CBDP Plan-Process

Inorder to ensure ownership by the community and to include local conditions and sensitiveness, preparation
of CBDP will have to be through a participatory approach. Community Based Organizations and the NGOswho
have been working with communities are to be identified to facilitate a PRA exercise.The process followed is
listed below:

a. Awareness Campaign: A massive awareness campaign is necessary to support the community in
preparation ofthe disaster management plans. These campaigns are carried out through various means like
rallies,street plays, competitions in schools, distribution of IEC materials, wall paintings on do's and don'ts for
various hazards. Meetings with key persons of a village such as the village head, health worker, school
teachers, elected representatives and members ofthe youth clubs and women also motivate the villagers to
carry forward these plans for a safer living.

b. Training of GP/Block Members: In several states of India GP is the intermediary administrative unit
between block and village level,which isa vital linkfor disaster management activities. It isthe responsibility
ofthe GP DisasterManagement Committee to supervise and guide the community inthis process.Similarly a
Block is the administrative unit that executes all developmental programmes in the rural areas, and has a very
close linkage with the upper levelof administration.Therefore, both levels of functionaries are very important
to ensure risk reduction as a part of the development programme. The district level master trainers are
responsible to train thefunctionaries of GPand Blocks before initiation of the activities at the village level.

c. Identification ofVillage Volunteers and Training: One ofthe major objectives ofthe CBDP process isto
create a cadre of trained human resources, at community level to carry out all disaster management and
mitigation initiatives. An innovative method is used to train at least two individuals as DM volunteers who,

after being trained, support the community in development of the village DM plan. These volunteers are
selected by the representatives of local self-government, blockfunctionaries and CBOs. Most ofthe volunteers
are from localyouth clubs,women selfhelp groups or fromCBOs and belong to the same community.
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D. Training of PRI Members: The three tier PRIs system (peoples' representatives) existing in India has laid
down responsibilities of elected local government officials at various levels. To mainstream CBDP, it is
advisable to involve PRIs in the process to address the vulnerability reduction initiatives through the
developmental programme because they are responsible for the local area's development. All PRIs are
oriented by the master trainers on DRM initiatives and encouraged to be involved to reduce the disaster
impact. They would then help the trained volunteers and community on disaster preparedness and
management. PRIs arevital players inthe disaster reductionprogrammeand helpto sustainthe same.

e. Sensitisation Meeting at Village/ Community Level: Village sensitisation meetings for the
implementation of disaster preparedness and mitigation initiatives are organized with the help of the
representatives of local self-govt, trained volunteers, local NGOs etc. The degree of effort required for
sensitizing varies from village to village.

f. SpecializedTraining of DMTs: Each DMT comprises of groups of women and men volunteers and are
assigned a specific task.. Specialized training is provided to teams in search and rescue, first aid, trauma
counseling andwater &sanitation teams. All DMTs arelinked to theexisting government service providers for
regular training. Some training institutions have also beenstrengthened to impart training to DMTs atvarious
levels.

g. Women Participation in CBDP: Women, children and the aged are the most vulnerable groups in any
emergency and need special attention and support. This aspect is kept in mind while preparing the
preparedness and response plan of a village. In ensuring this equal opportunity is given to women to
participate in the preparedness andmitigation initiatives ofthe village. They areencouraged to be members
of shelter management, search &rescue, first aid and water and sanitation DMTs. Special trainings in
swimming, first aid etc. are organized toenhance the skills ofwomen DMTs toenhance their skills toperform
their duties better during an emergency. While constituting DMCs/DMTs, atleast 30 per cent membership for
womenisbeingensured to improve the local level planningand responseprocess.

5. Linkages with development programmes and strengtheninga decentralized approach

In any DRM programme, institutionalization ofthe CBDP process is an important aspect that requires special
attention. While external supportcould be provided to facilitate the plan preparation, this should become an
integral partoftheGovernment's development agenda. At thevillage level, thedisaster seasonality calendars
prepared by communities indicate the appropriate timing for conducting mock drills. This helps to remind
various groups of their roles and responsibilities. Some ofthe measures that could be promoted to ensure
sustainability and institutionalization areas follows:

Approval of DM plan by the Development Committee at district level to mainstream the vulnerability
reduction activities. All DM plans should bean integral partofthe developmental plan ofvillages as perthe
government instruction.
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SESSION FirrSm Show

Duration 45 minutes

Main Points Samiyarpettai a small village inTamil Nadu wasone of the villages
severely affected bythe giant waves of the Tsunami in December
2004.The villagers were able to effectively manage the situation as
they had a Community Based Disaster Management Plan in place and
were very well organized to ensureitsimplementation. The film
highlights the need ofgreaterpreparedness for facing disasters.

Importance of
this session

Thesession will help the participants understand the need forhaving
a Community Based Disaster Management planand its impact. Since
the session has a visual impact it helps in better assimilationand
understanding.
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SESSION Training on Community Based Disaster RiskManagement

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Understand the need for preparation of community planning

on Disaster Management.

• Steps involvedinpreparation ofthe plan

• Impact of DM planning on the community.

Methods of Delivery: AudioVisual method

Approximate Duration: 45 minutes
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of

this session

11 "W"

Mock Drill

120 minutes

Mock drills help in evaluating response and improving
coordination based on the Disaster Management Plan.

There are different types of drills like the table top exercise,
functional exercise, fieldexercise,drillsetc.

Mock Drills can becarried outfor various sections ofthesociety
like government departments, schools, community etc.

There are various guidelines which need tobefollowed tocarry
outmockdrills.

Evaluating a drill is very important so that it canbe improved
each time it is carried out.

The session is one ofthemost important ones asit highlights apractical
approach to a plan. More the better would the response to disasters.
Thus, the main emphasis in this session will beonthe guidelines to be
followedforcarryingout a mockdrill.
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SESSION

Mock Drill

Participant Notes j

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Understand the need for carrying out mock drills

• Understand the guidelines to be followed to carry out a mock

drill.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussion and group activity

Approximate Duration: 120 minutes
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Reading Material forthe Session:

I. INTRODUCTIONTO MOCK DRILLS

Purpose of Mock drills and Exercises

Mock-drills help in evaluating response and improving coordination within various government
departments, non-government agencies and communities. They help in identifying the extent to which the
plans areeffective and also aid in revising these ifrequired. These drills enhancethe ability to respond faster,
better and inan organizedmannerduringthe responseand recovery phase.

The approach for conducting a mock-drill varies as per the complexity and severity of a potential hazard.
Therefore, to ensure proper implementation of a drill programme, roles and responsibilities (SOPs) ofthe
concerned personnel, departments, corporate bodies, stakeholders, andmechanisms for conducting thedrill
should be clearly defined.

Regardless of the size, complexity and risk involved in the implementation of the drill, an effective
drill/exercise programmeshouldhavethe following essential elementsas pre-requisites:

Emergency Response Plan: explaining institutional response structure, emergency response

functions and standard operating proceduresforvarious departments

Team personnelat headquarter and field level trainedon their standardoperating procedures

Updated database of resources,equipment and manpower available

Updated Emergency Directory with important contactdetails ofmembers ofvarious Departments of
the Government

Mock-drill scenario and detailed action plan for Mock-drill

Evaluation formats for concerned departments and definite criteria forevaluation

Observers and qualified evaluators

Lessons learntfrom the actual drills and exercises would be useful to revise operational plans and serve as a
basis forthetraining ofvarious stakeholders across different sectors. The drills andexercises will help to-

Identify planning gaps

Revise Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) of various departments to enhance coordinated
emergency response

Increase publicawareness and community readiness

Enhance capacities of professionals, departments and trained volunteers

Test plans and systems in simulation exercises
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Types of Drills and Exercises

There are several different types of drills and exercises.

1. Drill: Adrill is a supervised activity with a limited focus to test a procedure that is a component ofthe
overall emergency management plan. That is, drills usually highlight and closely examine a limited
portion ofthe overall emergency management plan.For example, a DM unitmightconduct a drill for
theuse ofaradio system with those responsible for communicating on it. Drills are designed toimpart
specific skills to technical personnel (e.g., search and rescue, ambulance, firefighting). Aperfect drill is
one that leadsto a flawless repetitionofthe intended task underanycircumstance.

2. Functional Exercise: A functional exercise simulates a disaster in the

most realistic manner without moving real people or equipment to
an actual site.Afunctional exercise utilizes a carefully designed and
scripted scenario, with timed messages and communications
between playersand simulators.The EOC facility or area from which
disaster response is coordinated is usually activated during a
functional exercise and actual communications equipment maybe
used.

3. Full-Scale Exercise or Field Exercise: It tests the participation of as
many members as possible for

effectively responding to a disaster. This is an exercise which takes
place in "real time," employs real equipment, and tests several
emergency functions. Full-scale exercises are generally intended to
evaluate the operations capability of emergency management
systems in a community and to evaluate inter-agency coordination.
While these exercises cannot realistically reproduce the dynamic and
chaos of real lifedisasters, they are useful when intended to detect the
inevitable errors, lack of coordination, or deficiencies ofthe simulated

response. A critical evaluation is the essential conclusion of these

exercises.

Participants - The participants should be from community volunteers, Disaster Management Team (DMT)
members anddecision makers from various departments EmergencySupport Functions.

TheDMTs/CityTask Forces shouldconsistofthe following groups:

EarlyWarning/Communication

Evacuation andTemporary Shelter Management

Search & Rescue

Damage Assessment

First-Aid/Medical Health/TraumaCounseling

Water& Sanitation

I.

ii.

v.

V.

VI.

vii. Relief (Food &Shelter) Coordination
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Note: The numberofteams mayvary as per the multi-hazardscenario in the area

Observers/Evaluators- Their role is to observe the actions and decisions ofthe players, in order to later report

on what went well and what did not. The main focus is on the performance of functions and or/agencies,

institutions and facilities being tested, keeping in mind the objectives of the exercise. The community
themselves are the first responders for carrying out rescue and emergency services. Community task forces
initiateresponsesat field level wherespecialized quick response teams jointhem forfaster recovery. The field
level team leaders of ESFsand the local incident commander coordinate with community taskforces and quick

responseteamsto understand the requirementsofthe situationsoasto provideessential assistance.

Plan for ESF- The ESF Plan document outlines the objective, scope, organization, setup and SOPs for each
function that isto be followed bythe concerned agencieswhenthe responseplanisactivated.SOPs providea
basicconcept ofthe operations and responsibilitiesof DMTs, Nodal and Secondary Agencies.

The ESFTeams could be as follows:

i. Communication

ii. Evacuation

iii. Search and Rescue

iv. Medical Health/Trauma

v. Equipment Support

vi. Help lines,Warning Dissemination (Media)

vii. DrinkingWater

viii. Electricity

ix. Relief (Food and Shelter)

x. Debris and Road Clearance

xi. Law and Order

xii. Transport

xiii. Other Functions

Team members should be well versed in the duties, responsibilities and activities related to their respective
positions prior to the conduct ofthe drill. Training may also beaccomplished during the pre-drill briefing
where each team member's duties should be individually addressed. Inaddition to training of these teams,
more people should be trained to cater to any mishap.

Achecklist of activities to be carried out by each of the task forces during various phases of the disaster is
attached as Annexure I.

II. GUIDELINES FOR DRILL DESIGN

All drills should be conducted in accordance with a drillscenario as approved by the implementing agencies of
DM; members of the EOCs; ESFs of all linedepartments; voluntary agencies suchas Civil Defence, NSS, NYKS,
Bharat Scoutsand Guides, Red Cross; Industrial Safety Managers/Technical Experts; and groupsor individuals
specifically identified to conduct them. The number ofcontrollers, simulators and evaluators are decided
based on the typeof drill to be conducted, the scenario and the resources available to conduct the exercise
(personnel, equipment, funding etc).
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Scope -This definesthe boundariesofthe drill. While conducting the mock drill, the scope couldalso include
the possible collateral" hazards associated with the main hazard that triggers other events.The following five
aspects should be considered while defining the scope -

1. Hazards Identify one specific hazard/collateral hazards for the exercise

2. Geographic area Identifya defined locationforthe event and identifya hazard impact scenario
3. Agenciesand personnel Identify which agencies will participateand the personnel required

4. Exercise type Identify the type of exercise to be conducted based on realistically achievable results
within the drill scenario

5. Operating Procedures identify SOPs as per the scenario to test emergency response functions and
coordination

Statement of Purpose-Itis astatementto communicate thescopeofthe exercise to theentities participating
inthemockdrill.

Objectives - Objectives should be clear,concise, specific, performance based and attainable. The number of
objectives needed for an exercise may vary according to the scale and expected output of the exercise.
Objectivescan be classified into"general/functional/specific".

General objectives will provide the overall scope of the exercise with reference to the community, agency,
institution, industry ororganization (for example: thecommunity ofNari village will respond and recoverfrom
the flash floods).

Functional orspecific objectives form thecore ofthemock drill. These further define thestatementofpurpose
for the exercise by clearly describing the expected outcomes (performance) of the disaster management
functions being tested.

Scenario narrative -The scenario narrative describes the events leading uptothe timetheexercise begins. It
sets the scene for laterevents and alsocaptures the attention of the participants. Itcould includeanswers to
questions such as:

• What event

• How was the information relayed

• What damages have been reported

• Whatwasthesequenceofevents

• Wasthere any advance warning issued and how long before the event

• What factors influence emergency procedures

Drill Activity - Activities should be planned in such a way that it provides sufficientscope to test the pre-
identified Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), drill scenarioand the needs ofthe identified participants
(e.g.members of ESF teams, schools, industries, public/commercial settings).

1For instance, collateral seismic hazards which could result inconsecutively occurring events such as fault rupture, liquefaction, soil
differential compaction, landslides, and flooding
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Expected actions/roles andresponsibilities - Describes theexpected response toactions undertaken. Each
ESF and its respective team members should be listed by name so that there is no confusion as to who is
responsible for each function.

Expected response/evaluation criteria - The expected response is already pre-identified anddefined in the
procedure. Specific areas need to beidentified for evaluation in thedesign stage ofthemock drill. Details of
the procedure must be included so that evaluation is properly carried out. The criteria for evaluation should
focus onresponse andrecovery based onthehazard scenario simulated andemergency functions conducted.

III. GUIDELINES FOR DRILL CONDUCTION

When conducting drills, a set process should be followed in order to minimize risks of injury to personnel,
damage toequipment or theenvironment. Participating organizations such asthefire department, police,
traffic authorities, hospitals and emergency response units should be informed. They should be notified
before the commencement of the drill, and should respond accordinglyas required by the drill scenario. They
should also be informed as to howthey will be notified inthe event ofan actual emergency.

Pre-drill Briefing
The coordinator should hold a pre-drill briefing with the participating agencies, observers/evaluators to
explain thescene and theground rules for executing thedrill. Operational procedures should bereviewed and
safety precautions should beconsidered and rechecked with the participants. The pre-drill briefing should
include the outline of the procedure and should clearly specify the inputs required by the participating
agencies in terms of human resource /equipment support. In a scenario which has a potential to cause
damage tothehabitat, itis important to involve thecommunity and discuss thepossible chain ofevents with
them.

Drill Initiation

The drill should be initiated bythe incident commander inaccordance with the planned scenario. The exact
actions (suchas alarm orannouncement)forthe initiationshould be identified.

Drill Activity
After the drill is initiated, every activity and response should be carried out according to the scenario and
respective SOPs. Methods for receiving and delivery of messages can be verbal or written; on paper, by
telephone, radio or fax. These messages are directed specifically to individuals/primary agencies that are
responsible for coordinating responses with secondary agencies. From the message input, participants
should determine the expected response and consequently coordinate internally and externally with the
concerned agencies/individuals to take the necessary actions.

During thedrill, evaluators document all activities based onthecriteria ofthe scenario. Each drill should have
specified areasof evaluation so that all actions required areobserved and evaluated. Necessary evaluation
formats should be circulated in advance to the concerned participating agencies.

The drill scenario should be allowed to continue till completion of the objectives or as stated by the incident
commander. An abnormal termination is possible when actions taken by operating personnel adversely
affect the safetyofthe participants or cause damage to the facility, equipment or environment.
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IV. GUIDELINES FOR DRILL EVALUATION

Evaluation process is an important component ofthe drill. Itis the actofobserving and recording mock drill
activitybycomparing performed actions against the drill objectives.

Evaluation serves three functions:

• To evaluate personnel actions

• To evaluate the abilityofthe responding agencies to implement a plan

• Tocheckthe effectiveness ofthe standard operating procedures

During the pre-drill briefing, the drill planner, incident commander and evaluation team will review the
activity and SOPs. An evaluation worksheet outlining the action processes to be observed as per the set
timeline decided in the scenario exercise should be circulated. After the drill, an evaluation report will be
preparedand the comments can be incorporatedinthe SOPs.

Evaluation Team - The team members may be identified from within or outside the participating agencies.
The incident commander may also serve asan evaluator. The size ofthe evaluation team will depend on the
complexity and scaleofthe drill. Evaluators should be familiar withthe local emergencymanagement system,
have expertise and knowledge ofthe plan andhave analytical skills inkeeping with theexercise design.

Elements for Evaluation

The evaluators should considerthe following elements intheir evaluation
1. Notification, alerting and mobilizationof disaster response personnel

• Adequacy of alerting procedures

• Timelyactivation and staffing of response facilities

• Accurate and timely assessment of emergency situation

2. Emergency response facilities

• Timely activation

• Adequate personnel as per the Response Plan

• Adequate response equipment

3. Disaster preparedness plans and procedures

• Assigned taskforces, personnel's demonstrated familiarity with theplans and SOPs

• Following the set processofthe proceduresand plans

4. Communication capabilities between response facilities

• Adequate timelycommunication with field teams

• Useof primary and back-up communication systems
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• Satisfactory handling of messages and communication from the EOC to the field site and vice-
versa

• Adequate communication between emergency supportfunctions

5. Situation assessment

• To be able to demonstrate timely and coordinated information exchange between response
facilities

• To be able to assess the emergency situation, classify the situation and develop initial
mitigation/restoration activities in a timely and accurate manner

6. Overall adequacy ofthe drill scenario to assess the response plan, facilities, resources, personnel/task
forcesaccording to functional areas and standard operating procedures

Critiquing Mockdrills

Following the drill, the incident commander will hold a session to critique the activity along with the
evaluators and drill team. The critical analysis highlights the successes, shortcomings of the scenario,
personnel'sactions,equipment accessibility etc. Thecritiqueincludesan analysis ofthe expected versus the
actual operating actions including a critical evaluation ofthe response mechanisms and responsetime. The
process should first involve self-evaluation by the participants, then a discussion of the evaluation notes,
checklists, actions taken and the overall drill performance. Lessons learnt should be generated and shared
with all the participating agencies to ensure maximum training and for future reference. The incident
commander shallmake the final determination ofwhetherthe drill objective was met or not.

Mock Drill Evaluation Report

The evaluation report summarizes the development, conduct and results of the drill/exercise. The report
shouldpresent an overall evaluation ofthe exercise, state whether the exercise objectiveswereachieved, and
cite anyareas of noteworthy performance, discoveries,determinations, problems,and solutions identifiedas a
result ofthe exercise. Atemplate ofthe evaluation report isgiven inAnnexure II.

V. CASE STUDIES FOR MOCK DRILLS IN SPECIFIC SETTINGS

Mock drill can be conducted keeping in view various scenarios. It could be carried out for schools, rural and
urban settings, Industrial Setting (On-Site/Off-Site) and Health Care Setting. This session will focus mainly on
steps to follow to conduct a mockdrill at the community level.

The community being the first responder to disaster, its participation in formulation ofpreparedness plans
andsharing ofdisaster preparedness costis pivotal in thecommunity based planning process. CBDP includes
awareness generation; vulnerability analysis; assessment of available resources; capacity building of
stakeholders including PRI members, NGOs, CBOs, local administration and line departments; and
preparation ofDM plans, which is required atall levels. Community based Disaster Plan should incorporate
the following:

• Adoption ofa participatory approach
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Preparation a resource inventory

Increasedcoordination between disaster management committees and reduce communication gaps

Formation of community task forces with sufficient knowledge of their specific roles

Establishment of a chain of DM volunteers

Coordination with other related institutions within the community

During the mockdrill the community members should understand and learn how to use the DM plan.After the
mock drill, the DM Committee should update the plan.

RURAL SETTING

Disaster Preparedness at the rural level is carried out through Village Disaster Management Committees
(VDMCs AVDMC is formed in each village and is responsible for initiating disaster preparedness activities. It
consists of local elected representatives, grass root level government functionaries', local Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs)/Community BasedOrganisations (CBOs), members of youth groups4, women's selfhelp
groups etc. The representation of members in the committee would be decided based on the population size
ofthe village.The VDMC wouldtakethe leadinmobilizing the communityforformulating the CBDP Plan.

Village level Disaster Management Teams (DMTs) /Task Forces are formed to outline coordinated response
during crisissituations. DMTs have sectoral focus such as earlywarning, shelter management, evacuation and
rescue,medical and first aid,water and sanitation, carcass disposal,counseling, damage assessment and relief
and coordination.

Village Disaster Management Plans prepared prior to the mock drill through the CBDP process entails the
following information:

Physical/Social/lnfrastructure Profile of village: Demographics, Area Details, Housing Profile, Land

Form, Livelihood, Occupation Pattern etc.

Resource Inventory of village: Skilled Manpower, Health Care, Education, Water Facilities,

Transportation, Communication Infrastructure etc.

Disaster Risk Profileof village:Historyof Disaster,Elements at Risk, Hazard Assessment, Vulnerabilityof

Area

Contact Information of village:Village Disaster Management Committee, Village Task ForceMembers,

Taluka Level officials,Village LevelSkilled Personnel, Emergency Resource Owners etc.

Standard Operating Procedure of village task forces: Operating Procedures and Methodology, Roles

and Responsibilities in Pre, During and Post Disaster Period

Note: At the village level, the mock drills can be based on the seasonality calendar of natural hazards.

' Fore.g. Blockdevelopment Officers, Anganwadi Workers,Representatives of Sarva ShikshaAbhiyan,Teachers etc
' Fore.g.Membersof National Service Scheme (NSS), NehruYuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS)
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ANNEXURES



Checklbe for DiVlTs/ Cffz

a. EarlyWarning/Communication CommunityTask Force

Pre Disaster

• Ensure that communication equipment isinworkingorder
• Maintain an emergency contact directory of key agencies like IMD, Office of the District Magistrate,

CWC, Office of SP Police etc.

• Preparea hazard map ofthe community demarcating the most vulnerable/safe areas and households
• Payattention to local warning issued by departments
• Disseminate early warning using mega phone/mikes/sirens, door to door
• Assemble in a central location and listen to radio/TV news channels to determine the situation
• Verify thewarning received on radio/TV news channels with thenearest emergency operating centre

During disaster

• Remain in thepre-identified community shelters andprovide theevacuees with regular updates
• Take necessary preparedness actions based on the alertness levels

After disaster

• Getthe de-warningmessagefrom the Emergency operating center
• Disseminate precautionary information on post disaster health hazards and remedies
• Provide immediateassessmentdetailstodamageassessmentteam
• Provide thesearch andrescue team with geographic information onthecommunity
• Prepare and disseminate situation reports to other CTFs/ESFs

b. Evacuation andTemporaryShelter ManagementCommunityTask Force

Pre disaster

• Stocktaking of infrastructure needs of the community such as roads, schools/community
halls/community libraries for evacuationarrangements

• Coordinate with Disaster Management Committee members to identify sites for setting up relief
camps

• Checkfor required repairs in safe shelters
• Stockfood items and essential supplies
• Ensure that shelters are easilyaccessible bywellmaintained all-weather roads

During disaster

• In case supply runs short, move food stocks, fuels and medicines to community shelters
• Organize space to house evacuee families

• Guidetheelderly, women, children and physically/mentallychallenged toshelters
• Registertheevacueesand givethem identification slips/cards

Post disaster

• Ensure thatevacuees arefed and housed until thede-warning is received
• Organize tentsand materials for construction oftemporary shelters
• Collect remaining stockoffood, clothingand fuels
• Clean and disinfect the shelter
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• Assist Disaster Management committees in organizing rehabilitation activities
• Conduct a head count ofthe community members

c. Search and Rescue CommunityTask Force

Pre disaster

• Have a detailed map ofthe community to get familiar with the geographical area
• Identify necessary S&R tools/equipment from local resources
• Regularlymaintaintheequipment
• Organize sub-teams (S&R) for rotation of personnel
• Carry out regular training programmes during the normal phase

During disaster
• Organize a meeting ofthe CTF members/ESF members (S&R)
• Contact the local disaster committee members

• Identify vulnerable areas in which help is required and decide the action plan for carrying out search&

rescue operations

• Mobilisethe required equipment
• Assist the evacuation team in moving people to safer shelters
• Coordinate with first aid team to provide injured persons with medical attention

Post Disaster

• Report the numberof missing/dead/injured during search &rescue operations
• Conduct a head count ofthe community members
• Clear debris and fallen trees/rubble to reach trapped persons
• Communicate with first aid team for primary health care
• Coordinate with evacuation team to shift rescued persons to open spaces/tents /shelters

d. Damage AssessmentCommunityTask Force

Pre disaster

• Obtain and keep a social map handy demarcating the most vulnerable/safe areas and households
• Prepare and keep handy a sufficient number of damage and needs assessment forms for various

sectors

During disaster
• Should coordinate with Search and Rescue and Evacuation and Temporary Shelter Management task

forces to take stock ofthe current situation

• Callemergency meeting ofthe group and assign duties

Post disaster

• Prepare a first hand damage assessment report on the preliminary damage to lives, livestock and

property

• Prepare further detailed reports on various sectors
• Assist DMcommittees in organizing rehabilitation activities

e. First Aid and Trauma Counseling CommunityTask Force

Pre disaster

• Maintain a list of elderly members, children below 5 years, pregnant women, disabled etc in the

locality
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• Keepfirstaid kits ready and ensure that expired drugs are replaced with new ones
• Keepstretchers/wheel chairs or other local alternatives ready to carry injured people
• Undertake combined training along with Search &Rescue team
• Coordinate with PHCs,CHCsand Municipal Hospitals

During disaster

• Ensurethecontentsofallfirstaidkitsarein place
• Look after the medical needs ofthe evacuees

• Help in setting up medical camps

Post Disaster

• Attend to the injured people
• Counsel traumatized people
• Helpdoctors and paramedics inproviding medicalcare to the injured
• Identify andisolate thecases ofinfectious diseases to prevent themfrom spreading
• Providepreventive medication ifthere isdanger of cholera,dysentery
• Coordinate with the relieftaskforce to ensure adequate medical supplies

f. Waterand Sanitation community taskforce

Pre disaster

• Ensure supply ofchlorine tablets to disinfect drinking water
• Ensure sufficient stock of lime powder to disinfect water bodies/drain networks
• Ensure sufficientwater isstored inproper tanks and jerrycans insafeshelters
• Obtain contact details of personnel at localwater board/authority
• Setminimum standards inadvance fordistribution of water inemergencies
• Identifysufficientnumber of raised platforms,deep tube wells
• Prepare utility maps, distribution network maps

During disaster

• Assess the drinking water supply and available water resources and take adequate steps to prevent
contamination

• Ensure that safe drinking waterand sanitation facilities are available at the safe shelter

Post disaster

• Conduct damage assessment of water and sanitation facilities and inform the damage assessment
team

• Restore water and sanitation facilities

• Conduct immediate repairs of broken or burst pipes
• Coordinate withthe Municipal Cooperation forprocurement ofwater tankers
• Disinfect large water bodies with lime powder
• Ensure water isavailable at reliefcamps/safe shelters
• Coordinate with firstaid/search &rescue team fordisposal ofcarcasses
• Maintain a list ofdead who have been cremated

g. ReliefCoordination CommunityTask Force

Pre disaster

• Get familiarized with the need assessment formats
• Assess the estimated requirements for relief material
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• Check the stockpiling of food grains, fodder and medicines by Evacuation and Temporary Shelter
Management and FirstAid taskforces

• Stock materials likeropes, bamboos, tarpaulin etc inthe safe shelter identified

During disaster
• Coordinate with evacuation and temporary shelter management team to distribute essential relief

items to safe shelters

• Establish a distribution centreor community kitchen

Post disaster

• Conduct a need assessment in the locality
• Based on the preliminary need assessment, communicate to Disaster Management Committee the

relief items required and status ofdistribution
• Prioritize relief items and essential food items to men, women and children

• Maintaina listof relief items distributed to each household

• Keep a record of relief stock available
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Introduction

B. Scope and Objectives

Drill/exercise scope

Participants/Participating agencies

Mock drill objectives

C. ScenarioSummary

Initial conditions

Sequence of events

D. Critique

Scope of Evaluation

Summary

Notification and communications

Operations and field responses

Equipments and facilities

Standard Operating Procedures

Drill-related problems

Other Observations

E. Outcomes

Significantfindings/successes

Loopholes/Deficiencies/Omissions

Opportunities for Improvement

F. Plan ofaction for corrective actions
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Mainstreaming Gender, in .the,
MainstreamfneXjencler in the

TMajyhiiw Process
Planning Process

45 minutes

• Women and children are severely affected during any disaster

• The impact of disasters is different on men and women.

• The factors responsible for the differential impact could be

social related factors, economically factors and psychological
related factors.

• Understanding the differential impact of disasters with

suitable case studies.

• Initiatives that can be taken up by the government and the

community to make the society gender sensitive.

The session iscrucial as it discusses the importance of looking into the
differential impact of disasters on men and women. Based on the
analysis, the NGOs should cater to the varying needs of men and
women in case of a disaster. This session would help participants to
analyse the varying needs of both the groups from different
perspectives. Even though the session isshort, discussions between the
participants and the facilitators can beofhelpforbetter understanding.
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SESSION

aming Gender in the
Planning Process

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

o Understand the definition ofgender

Understand the difference between sex and gender

Differential impact ofdisasters on different sex.

Social Factors

Economic Factors

Psychological Factors

Understand what to do to make the society gender sensitive.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussions

Approximate Duration: 45 minutes
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Reading Material forthe Session: I

The increasing occurrence of natural and manmade disasters is causing extensive loss of life, damage to
property, and the environment.Disasters - naturaland man-made, haveinordinate impacton both men and
women.Nearly ninetypercentofnaturaldisastersand ninetyfive percentofdisasterrelateddeaths worldwide
occur in developing countries. It isestimated that by the year 2025,eighty percent ofthe world's population
will live in developing countries, and up to sixty percent of them will be highly vulnerable to floods, severe
storm and earthquakes.Thecapacityof human societiesto withstand disastersis determined primarily bythe
internal strengths and weakness ofthe society the levelofsocial, economicaland cultural vulnerability.

As disaster continues toaffect more and more people, it becomes increasinglyclearthatthe social, economical
and political forces of development are major contributory factors.. Apart from unexpected natural hazards
people maybeaffectedbythe unequaldistributionof resources, social and political processes that perpetuate
inequality and coordinated ill planned development. The development of sustainable human settlements
contributes to the reduction of vulnerability to the impacts of disaster.

Thespacein which menandwomen live will have profound impacts ontheirinteraction with oneanotherand
with their environment. Involving women and understanding gender dynamics within the framework of
disaster are critical for developing effective interventions. "Human development cannot occur when the
choices and halfof humanityare restricted". The Early National Opinion Research Centerstudiesfound that if
men andwomen aretogetherwith children inthe wake ofa disaster, men will leave to helpothers; women will
stayand lookafterthe children.

Canadian research on evacuations found that emergency personnel will pressure women and children to
leave, but allow men to go and return or to stay behind. Phillips and Neal found domestic violence may
increase inthe wake of disaster,and NiggandTierney report that women maybe leftout when loansare being
given to assist small businesses with recovery. Before we discuss more on 'Gender andDisaster Management'
letusknowwhatweexactly mean bygender,impactofdisasters on genderand howto combat it.

Genderrefers to the waymembers ofthe two sexesare perceived, evaluatedand expected to behave. We can
define it as "a whole set of expectations held as to the likely behavior, characteristics and aptitudes men and
women willhave. It refers to the social meanings given to being a man or a woman in a given society".

The gender identityconstitutes the following:

• Aperson givengender specificrolesand responsibilities

• The characteristics and conduct given for each sex

• Theappearance and dress code that are expected of men and women

• Theprofessionsthat are assigned to men and women and

• Sexual orientation/ preferences of men and women.

When we are talking of 'gender' it does NOT mean sex which refers exclusively to biological differences
between men and women. It is NOT the other word for 'women'. Let us try to understand the difference
between 'Gender' and 'Sex'.
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GENDER SEX

It is a social construct It is a biological reality

It is socially ordained It is biologically ordained

It varies across culture, social, economic It is universal

reality in regions

It can be changed It cannot be changed (unless there is any

medical intervention.)

Includes variables identifying differences in Universal

Roles, responsibilities, opportunities,

nc^ds 3nd constrsints !

(Source: Enarson and Morrow (1998)

In a society the gender relations may be equal or unequal. It is an undeniable truth that, to realize complete
human potential there has to be gender equality. This involves empowerment in gender relations at personal,

collective and societal level. Gender equality refers to the state of relations where women have the same
opportunities and access as men in all spheres ofactivity.

Who are the vulnerable to disasters?

Poorand low-income households

Single-parent households.

Socially isolated households.

Recently arrived residents, immigrants, foreigners.

Senior citizens, children and young people.

People with a disease or a mental or physical disability.

Undocumented residents; refugees; war veterans.

Indigenous populations and subordinate ethnic groups.

Institutionalized populations; homeless residents.

Women.

Gender is an important variable since it is clear that those living in poverty are more vulnerable to the impacts

of disaster and majority ofthe world's poor (70%) are women. The experiences of women in Bhopal, Latur and

Orissa highlight the extreme vulnerabilities of women. It has been proved that persistent poverty and
economic insecurity and unequal division of domestic labour, reproductive differences, unequal access to

education, health and social services led to women's increased vulnerability to disasters and the impact to

being different from men.
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Natural disasters have differential effects on men and women based on their vulnerabilities and capacities to
deal with them. Disasters affect men and women differently, because of their differing roles, different
responsibilities given to them in life; and in their capacities, needs and vulnerabilities. But why are women
more vulnerable? There are various factors that contribute to it namely biological, social, economical and
psychological.

Biological factors: It refers to the biological body construction which has made women more vulnerable.The

stampede that took place in November, 2004 in the Delhi railway station - around seventy percent of those
affected were women. Because of their physical strength men are able to cope up well with disasters. Astudy
on the 2004 Tsunami that hit the Indian coast reveals that a large number of men were saved because they
were able to run away from the coast faster than women, their physical strength could to some extent save

them from the huge waves and most ofthe men climbed the trees or on the roof tops which was not possible
by the womenfolk.

Social Factor: The patriarchic society has made women more

vulnerable to disasters. Due to their restricted mobility and the
psychological attachment towards their family, women are
generally more affected. A woman who stays in the house is

generally the last one to leave the house in case of evacuation.

Because of her caring and sharing nature she feeds the members of
her family first with eats what ever is leftover, thereby is prone to
malnutrition.

Let us now try to understand how the patriarchic society has made

women more vulnerable and have trapped them in the vicious

cycle.

In a patriarchic society men are treated as the head ofthe household

and are the main bread winners ofthe family and thus have greater
mobility. Being a key person in the household, men instead of

women being trained is considered a good investment. This also

gives them a higher status in society and a better platform to cope

up with disasters. On the other hand, women are treated as sub

ordinates and act as a support system to the family in case they are out to work. Being only a support to the

family, she doesn't get the priority for better education which leads to lack of knowledge and in turn high
vulnerability.

Economic factors: Women have lesser access to resources such as social networks and influence,

transportation, control over land, personal mobility, freedom from violence and control over decision. .This
has lead to them being greatly affected. Women generally carry the dual burden of 'production' and

'reproduction'. Even after a disaster when they have to move out of the four walls to earn their livelihood,
girls/women have to carry their siblings/children along with them. They also become victims of gender
division of labour being involved in mundane activities like sewing, making handicrafts etc which fetch less

money and are not considered skilled labour. The low level of literacy and social taboos to move away from the

confined walls ofthe house have led to lack of work opportunities for earning their livelihood. At times even
forcing them to sell their ornaments to cope with financial constraints..

iitional

gender specific work such as
carrying water, cooking, caring

for children and animals

become so difficult for women

during flood conditions that
their lives are at risk Often

there is no alternative,

because there are no men

around them to help them,

and even if there were, they
didn't assist with women's

work because ofthe powerful

idea of gendered division of
labour".
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Psychological factors: Psychological effects of disaster on men and women can make both vulnerable due to
post-traumatic stress and anxiety. In order to cope with them both adopt different techniques depending
upon the skills, resistance and knowledge. Lack of opportunities to earn their livelihood and the social

pressure to nurture the dependents cause a great deal of psychological imbalance among women headed
households. Women are more sensitive, emotional and face greater stress. The death of a child has a long
lasting impact on a woman, hampering her physical fitness and also her mental status.

Differential Impact of Natural Disasters on Women and Men:

The cross country review of gender in disaster by Fothergill (International Journal of Mass Emergencies and
Disasters 1996) in "The Neglect of Gender in Disaster Work: An Overview of the Literature,"is a review of over

100 studies addressing the issue of this problem. In her review, Fothergill has highlighted the need to replace
the techniques"common"for both men and women in preparedness, response, recovery, mitigation measures
in disaster studies, with the nine-point categorization mentioned below. She has emphasized the needs and
capacities of both have to be understood, planned and responded to differently-

1. Exposure to risk

2. Riskperception

3. Preparedness behavior

4. Warning communication and response

5. Physical impacts (mortality and injuries)

6. Psychological impacts

7. Emergency response phase

8. Recovery phase

9. Reconstruction phase

Gender influences vulnerability in all phases of disaster. There are four sequential phases in disasters:
preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation. In the first phase — 'preparedness' people prepare
themselves for potential disasters, the emphasis being on acquiring information ofthe potential riskand the
way to avoid and minimize the losses.. In most societies access to information is not equal for both sexes.The
gender division of roles affects the individual's access to and attitudes towards information dealing with
preparedness and emergency situation. Article 14,15 and 16ofthe IndianConstitution saysno person should
be discriminated on the basisofcaste, creed and sexand therefore, women too have the right to information.A
special bill isbeing passed so that allcitizens of the country have access to information.

In the second phase — 'response' the behavior of the people is generally influenced by their dailygender
roles, as well as by information on which their preparedness is based. The materials distributed in the relief

camps do not cater to the needs of women like proper sanitation facilities, special care forthe pregnant and
lactating mothers etc. There are reported cases of sexual harassment against women/ young girls in the relief
camps where there isnegligible security.

Inthe — 'recovery' phase people try to restore back to their normal lives. Women headed households usually
move out to earn their livelihoodcarrying,out gender stereotyped activities like; tailoring,making handicrafts
etc with most ofthe marketing isdone by men who earn most ofthe profit.Inthe recoveryphase ofthe Orissa
Super Cyclone (1999), women were trained in carryout masonry work which helped them earn more wages
thereby leading to a better standard of living.
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In the last phase — 'mitigation' vulnerability to natural disasters differs between men and women, as in a
society where information, opportunities and resources are distributed unequally, different choices of
behavior are likelyto be made by the two sexes. Forexample when we talk of the structural safety ofa building,
a man is more interested in the amount of expenditure that it would incur to make a structure disaster
resistant, while a woman on the other side would think about the safety of her family members.

Studies across different countries show that the effect on women and men varies as a result ofthe unequal

status.. Significant ways inwhich both men and women were impacted areasfollows:

a. The different roles and responsibilities men and women undertake in their daily routines resulted in

gender related differences in the times of crisis and hazards. Unequalgender division of labour led to
additional physical workand burden for women.

b. Demographic changes have an impact on gender relations in any society. These changes affect
women most in terms of additional mouths to feed, sick or elderly to care for or losses to the family.

When men die or get injured and move to other places to work it is the woman who is the single care
takerofthefamily.

c. The economic impact of the disasters is that the livelihood problem becomes common for all with
fewer opportunities for women. The reason for all this is that men have the option of migrating and
findingemployment inrehabilitation/restoration work,whilewomen stay backwiththeirfamilies.

Another dimension of the economic impact is that women may be forced to sell their own personal

assets including valuables and jewellery.Disasters also often result in increasing the dependence of
women on men, making them more susceptible to sexual exploitation and domestic violence. Take
the case of Orissa floods, where it has been found that following the disaster many women were

trafficked and forced in to sex work.

d. Psychological impact shows that though both men and women are equally affected. Psychologically,
women are under more stress. And this originates from their perception of risk to the family. The
breaking down of household and social structures during disasters tends to make women more
vulnerable to stress and anxiety.

The following examples would give a better understanding of how men and women are affected bydisasters.

• Once a disaster strikes a particular area women are often given the responsibility of shifting the

household articles and valuables to the safer site, taking care ofthe children, accumulating essential
materials such as dry food, water, infant feed etc.

• Many ofthe above tasks put women ingrave danger,, such as not being able to move out intime and

getting surrounded by water in case of floods or being trapped in debris in case the house collapses..
Traditional clothing such as a saree, long hair etc isnot the best garb to be in when a person is trying to
move fast to save her life.

• Once in a safe house women face the problem ofacute congestion, especially those who are pregnant.

• Noproper sanitation facilitiesare available for women inthe reliefcamps.

• The cultural beliefs of restricted mobility and non interaction with opposite sex make women more

susceptible to disasters.

• Women are generally not given loans.oranyassistancedistributedbythegovernmentoranyagency.
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• Increase insexual harassment and red trafficking

• Increase in dropout rates from schools among girls as they have to takecareofthe younger siblings
and help the family in household chores.

• Deterioration in health condition because ofthe lack of nutrition.

• Women are perceived to be victims ratherthan resources.

Even though women have been facing such difficulties, they have coped well with the situation. The case
study below explains how in adverse conditions women have been able to demonstrate their courage and
fortitiude and save lives oftheir near and dear ones.

Ahigh wind blew and it rained throughout the dayon 29"' October 1999 in Solang village ofSon
block in Balasore district. The river Kansabansa, which flows pastthevillage, slowly began to swell. Kanakalata
Palai, acollege student ofSaraswati Mahavidlaya left her small house situated onthe bank oftheriver togo
across to the other bankwhere shegave lessons in tailoring to girls of nearby villages. The rain fell with greater
intensity and the water level oftheriver rose higher and higher, submerging roads and houses. Her tailoring
training center was situated on a raised ground and many villagerscame to take shelter there. Kanakalata,
apprehensivethat her parents,who lived in the village on the other side of the river furtherdown stream, were
in danger, borrowed a boat carved from a palm tree trunk from a boat man and set out. She went to her house
andrescued her parents. She undertook two more trips inthe dark andsaved seven more lives, braving the

•force wind and the strong current of the river. The rescue operations tookmore than six hours.

In recognition of heract of bravery and spirit ofsacrifice, theTentei Gram Panchayat felicitated her.

Case Studies: Gender dimensions ofTsunami:

The casestudiesofTsunami illustrate the kind ofdifferential impactithad on menand womenand the needfor
gender sensitive interventions. The tsunami of December 2004 killed hundreds of thousands of people in
countries spanning South-East Asia, South Asia, and East Africa while many more millions were displaced. It
was found in various studies that in Aceh province in Indonesia, in India and Sri Lanka, more women and
children than men had died.

The main causes ofthis patternare similar across theregion: many women die because they stayed behind to
look for their children and other relatives. Men more often than women can swim and climb trees. But
differences too are important: Women in India play a major role in fishing and wait on the shore for the
fishermen to bring in the catch, which they would then process and sell in the local market. In Sri Lanka in
Batticoloa District, thetsunami hit during thehourwhenwomenontheeastcoastusually bathed inthesea.

Even more important for the purposes of reliefand long-term reconstruction is the need to understand the
consequences ofsuchdemographic changes. How safe arewomen incrowded camps and settlements, when
they are so outnumbered by men in several ofthe countries inquestion? Will widows in India haveaccess to
land once owned by their husbands? Will younger women enter into marriages with much older men, as
already seems to be happening in some locations? And will this carry risks in terms ofcompromising their
education and reproductive health? What rights will surviving women enjoy under new arrangements and
programmes? In whose names will newly builthouses be registered? Will men take on newdomestic roles, or
will women's workloads increase?
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Figures collated byOxfam show that the tsunami killed more women than menintheworst affected districts.
In Nagapattinam, the worst affected district ofTamil Nadu in South India, government statistics state that
2,406 women died,compared with 1,883 men. In Cuddalore, the second most affecteddistrict, almost three
times as many women were killed than men, with 391 female casualties, compared to 146 men. In
Devanampattinam village in Cuddalore, for example, 42 women died compared to 21 men. In
Pachaankuppam village, the only people todie were women.

It was observed that the loss of assets, homes, and family members have contributed to increased gender
inequality. The structure offamilies has also undergone achange. In some homes, traditional gender roles are
being challenged, as men dealwith the crisis bytaking on the responsibilities ofsingle parenting andlearning
to perform new roles.

Progress onsome issues were also reported. For example, theinitial period afterTusnami, theinitiatives by the
governments ofTamil Nadu and Kerala to station women fire, police officers and doctors in thecamps and
affected villages was avery positive move.This helped todeterviolence against women andprovided women
the survivors with a safer environment.

In both Kerala and Tamilnadu, government has agreed to register permanent houses owned by married
couples in the names ofboththe spouses, sothatonecannot sell thehouse without theconsent ofthe other.
In other areas, a lot of progress is still needed. Livelihoods represent one such area. Gender equality in
livelihoods is anothermajor concern. This includes equalcash for equal work and ownership ofassets suchas
houses and boats, as well as life insurance and insurance of income-generating assets.

Itwas found in Srilankathat one ofthe factors that increased women's vulnerability was their traditional role of
caring for their husbands, children, andelderly relatives, which kept themlargely in and around their homes.
As the tsunami hit quiteearly on a Sunday morning, many women would have been engaged in preparing
breakfast for theirfamilies.

Some ofthegender-specific problems created by thetsunami in Sri Lanka were rather short-term.These relate
to the difficulties women encounter when living ina campenvironmentor intryingto receive equalaccess to
emergency assistance, such asration cards, which are registered in the husband's name. Another important
concern is ensuring thatwomen arepaid equally andadequately in cash-for-work programmes, especially in
the rehabilitation ofagriculture and inthe construction oftemporary housing.

There are fears that domestic violence, a significant problem before the tsunami, may beexacerbated bythe
new strains on the family unit, such asthe loss of men's livelihoods and the mental health implications ofthe
disaster.The mental health needs of women, especially those who have lost children or who are widowed or
pregnant, will be presentin boththe short- and long-term stagesofthe response.

Womenare not the victimsat the time ofdisaster but they have been a great resource to the society.Theyhave
been good responders at thetime ofdisasters.They have actively participated in various activities like:

Distribution of relief materials: Studies reveal that relief has been distributed effectively and equally in

places where women have been involved.

Rehabilitation and reconstruction: women have moved away from the stereo typed role and have taken up
skilledjobs likemasonry worketc.

Community mobilization: Because oftheir sensitivity towards certain issues they have been able tomobilize
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the society effectively. "Educating a woman is educating a family and educating a man is educating an
individual'.They havebeen effective carrierofmessages.

Economic development: Women's involvement in the race to earn a livelihood have made them come
forward and be a part ofthe market, earn more of profit with no middle men and develop better bargaining
skills.

Are we Gender Sensitive?

We needto askourselvesfewquestions to understand the genderequityscenario in DRM :.-

a) Are we taking intoconsideration the needs of boys and girls and men and women in planning DRM ?

b) Do men and women/boys and girls have equal access toinformation and knowledge in vulnerability
reduction?

c) Are menand women involved equallyincommunitybased DRM activities?

d) Are men andwomen equally involved in decision-making bodies andprocesses?

e) What are we doing toensure equal participation and involvement toenable better preparedness and
mitigate vulnerabilities to disasters?

An attempttoanswerthesequestions leads us tothegenderanalysis ofdisaster impact.

What To Do?

There is aneed to take gender sensitive measures so that both men and women get equal opportunities in pre,
during andpost disasterscenarios.Theactivities thatcould betaken upto maintain this balanceare:

• Gender segregated data: So far, nationally and internationally during adisaster, noefforts have been
made to gather gender segregated data in terms of death, loss, disability, homeless etc. Such
segregated data will not only help in giving a real picture of loss (gender based), but will also enable
both the government and the national and international aid agencies toeffectively formulate their
future strategies fordisaster mitigation.

• Developing capacity of women's groups and community based organizations. Women's
organizations that are community based work with grass root groups and have information,
experience, networksand resources vital to increasing disasterresilience.

• The present gender inequity in the DRM activities is rooted in the prevailing attitude that women are
helpless victims ofconflict rather than as survivors of disasters and crisis managers. This attitude
needs tobereoriented and changed. All initiatives on disaster risk preparedness have tobebased on
specific cultural, economic and political context whose basis is equality, if women's capacities,
abilitiesandpotentialsaretobe utilized properly.

• Gender mainstreaming inmonitoring programme implementation andtheirevaluation is the needof
the hour. Developing policies and ensuring gendersensitive disaster risk reduction would result in
better preparedness and risk management among men and women. To monitor the implementation
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•

of these initiatives,, we need to develop bench marks and indicators to integrategender equalityand
social vulnerability in DRR activities.

Need assessment of the community taking into consideration differential skills, knowledge and
abilities and resources (especially of women) has to be undertaken before planning disaster
preparedness and risk reductionactivities inthe community.

Mitigation of vulnerability can be guaranteed through awareness generation of both men and
women.

Equal participation of men and women in the vulnerability reduction initiatives like education or
coping with hazards, knowledge ofearly warning systems and carrying out emergency / evacuation
plans need to be planned and sustained.

The capacity building initiatives have to be through interactive methodologies. Women have to be
encouraged toparticipate, notjust being apart oftheaudience in thetraining programmes. Women's
participation in first aid trainings, mock drills and search and rescue operations needs to be planned
and encouragedforsuccessful DM.

Community and family awareness could be enhanced through the capacity building of the
community leaders - Panchayat leaders/ members / SHGs. Peer leaders from the SHGs could be the
focalpoint inthe districts where they are active.

While assessing thedamage, assessment teams have to begender sensitive and formats have to be
prepared accordingly. While interacting with the community, both men and women have to be
interacted with equally.. In this manner the assessment will bemore realistic in comprehending the
needs ofthe community.

Provision of relief services ought to be planned keeping the needs of women to balance gender
equity. The practical gender requirements of women should be addressed by provision of health
facilities, safe shelter, sanitation, drinking water points, toilets, sanitary pads andsupply ofcondoms.
Care hasto betakento have women as main members in the relief requirement assessment teamsand
relief distribution teams as well.

Government and aid agencies need to include women's voices in decision making, through
consultation. During disaster relief due attention must be given to the aspects of protection and
dignity ofwomen while in temporary shelters and camps. Privacy issues need to be addressed, as well
as the placement ofwater sources, toilets, and kitchens at convenient locations. In camps, private
space needs tobededicated and earmarked for medical examination ofwomen.

Joint ownership of property will give both men and women more confidence and an equal standing
in thehouse. Besides ensuring equal respect italso relieves awoman from thejudicial constraints she
could face incaseofa death ofthe male memberwhoowns the property. As a lesson from the past
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disasters relief operations, women who lost they husbands in the 2001 Gujarat earthquake found it
very difficult to prove that the property belonged to them.

• Income generating activities for both men and women have to be given equal emphasis while

planning vocational training, employment (includes self employment also) and credit.

• Care has to be taken to safeguard women from any possible gender based violence and sexual

exploitation after the disaster by forming watch dog committees /surveillance groups. Psycho social
needs of women have to be given top most priority inthe rehabilitation process.

• Availabilityofcrechefacilitieswouldbeofgreathelpto womenwhohave to take care of their young

ones.This would helpthem in giving more quality timeto their work.

• Inrural areas because of the lackof mobility women are not able to go to far offplaces insearch ofjobs.

Proper transportation facilities would help them take up Food for Work (FFW) activities.

• The compensatory money given after the Kumbhakonam fire tragedy which killed 93 school children,

was mostly spent by men on drinking. Many felt that this was a way to release their stress. Having
learnt a lesson the money was thereafter handed over only to the woman ofthe household.

• Special provision should be made available to pregnant and lactating mothers.

Conclusion:

Each community adopts its own indigenous knowledge for disaster preparedness and reduction of its
severity. Both men and women play a role in responding to situations, providing assistance and using survival
skillsduring a disaster

The Yokohama World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction (1994), a mid term review ofthe International

Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, recognized the need to stimulate community involvement and
empowerment of women at all stages of disaster management programme as an integral part of reducing
communityvulnerability to natural disasters.

Women form almost half of the world's population, and their representation in the development process is
essential. Forachieving sustainable development, it isimportant to consider the roleofwomen recognizing it
as a strong labour force as an asset for the country. The programme has to involve both men and women and
develop their capacities to handle disaster risks. Integrating gender into DRM would lead to better
community, family and individual preparedness. This is possible through careful mainstreaming of gender
issues in the DRM programme at all levels.
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Feedback and Closing; Day 2 _
Feedback and Closing ii)ay z

15 minutes

In this session the participants are expected to fill the session wise
feedback form. This will help us to have rate the sessions and improve

them based on the feedback received. Thefeedbackcouldbe both the

logistics arrangements and the technical sessions. Wewould therefore
request you to give us an honest feedback to make the future training
programmes a success.

The feedback form is attached at the end for reference.

The session is very important as it helps the organizers determine the
course of action for the future. The session wise feedback received

from the participants will help them in improving the sessions
qualitatively.

3 the
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14
SESSION

Participant
.yfingsiaas Feedback and Closing Day 2

Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participants will be able to:

• Identify the positive and negativeaspects of the training
programme.

• Learn from the day's proceedings

Methods of Delivery: Self

Approximate Duration: 15 minutes
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

15 minutes

Reeap of
Recap o

The main objective of this session isto recapitulate the discussions
held on Day 2.The task can be assigned to the participants
individually or in a group .Thissession will help all the participants to
revise, check their assimilation and clarifyany issue that needs more

discussion.

Thesession isveryimportant as it will help the organizers determ
the course of action for the next day. The session tries to recapitulate
the discussions held on Day 1.This session also helps the participants

doubts related to the different issues held on Day 2.

ay 2
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SESSION

Enabling Objectives

Methods of Delivery: Presentation and discussion byparticipants

Approximate Duration: 15 minutes

Recap of Day 2

Participant Notes
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Needs and Damage Assessment
Needs andTJanlage Assessment

60 minutes

• Apart from the government it is the NGOs who carry out need

and damage assessment inthe aftermath ofdisasters.

• Various tools are available to carry out need and damage

assessment.

NGOs play a crucial role in carrying out an effective damageand need
assessment. In a post disaster scenario, a proper assessment helps the
organisations to effectively cater to the need ofthe community. Thus,
this session tries to equip you with various ways to carry out damage
and need assessment.
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SESSION

Participant
Workbook Need and Damage Assessment

Enabling Objectives

At the end ofthe session, the participantswill beableto:

o Understand the need to carry out the needanddamage
assessment.

o Understand and utilize thetools/formats available tocarry
out a need and damage assessment.

Methods of Delivery: Lecture, discussions

Approximate Duration: 60 minutes
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Reading Material for the Session: J
Rapid Assessment Format UN Disaster ManagementTeam

[Aim to determine immediate response ofthe locality]

Type of Disaster

Team Member,

I 1. Name of the location

2. Administrative Unit and Division

3. Geographical location

4. Local Authorities interview (with name.

Address, designation)

5. Estimated total population

6. Worst affected areas /population
No of Blocks

G.P.

Village

7. Areas currently inaccessible

8. Type of areas affected

9. Distance from the District Head Quarters (Km)

Accessibility of the area

10. Effect on population

(a) Primary affected population
- Children below 1 year

Children between 1 and 5 years old
Women

Pregnant and lactating women
Elderly(above 60)
Disabled

(b) Deaths /Reports of starvation
(c) Orphans
(d) Injured
(e) Missing
(f) Homeless

Number of people
Number of families

(g) Displaced/Migrated
(h) Evacuated
(i) Destitute

Needofcounseling for traumatized population

mj c\

CO D
(j) N

; Date:. ;Time
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11. Building

(a) Building collapsed/ washed away Number

(b) Buildings partially collapsed/ washed away
(c) Buildings with minor damages (buildings that can be

retrofitted)
(d) Number of schools affected

Gravity of the damages

(e) Number of hospitals and Health Centres affected
Gravity of the damages

(e) Number of Government buildings affected Scale: 1 to 5, where 1 is no damages and 5 is
Gravity of the damages completely destroyed)

(f) Any other building affected
Gravity of the damages

12. Infrastructure Scale: 1 to 5, where 1 is normal and 5 is
completely destroyed/washed away

(a) Road Damaged / destroyed
Scale of the damage
Location

Km

(b) Railways damaged
Location Yes/No

Km

Is the railway still working Yes /No

(c) Bridges damaged/collapsed
Locality
Villages isolated

(d) Damages to the Communication Network Yes/No and scale ofthe damages
(e) Damages to the Electricity Network Scale: 1 to 5 where 1 is no damages and 5 is
(f) Damages to the Telecommunication Network completely destroyed

13. Health Facilities Number

Scale: 1 to 5 where 1 is no damages and 5 is
(a) Infrastructure damaged completely destroyed

Hospitals
Health Centres Number

Vaccination Centres

(b) Availability of Doctors Number

In the area

a. In the district Number

(c) Availability of Paramedical staff
b. In the area

c. In the district

(d) Local Staff affected
d. Doctors Scale: 1 - 5, where 1 is no damages and 5 is
e. Paramedical Staff completely damaged/destroyed

(e) Condition of equipments
Specify which equipments
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(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Availability of medicines/drugs
f. Typology

Availability of Vaccinations
g. Typology

Any immunization campaign was undertaken
before the disaster

Possibility of diseases outbreak
Other health problems

14. Water Sanitation

(a) Availability of safe drinking water
(b) Availability of sanitation facilities
(c) Availability of Disinfectant

Typology

(d) Damages to the Water/ Sewage systems
(e) Damages to the water supply system

(f) Availability of portable water system
(g) Agencies participating in WATSAN

15. Crop/ Agriculture Damage

(a) Crop Damaged
- Typology

% Of Hectare damaged
In Upland/medium/low
Paddy or Non paddy
Irrigated or non irrigated

(b) Normal and actual rainfall during assessment

(C) Livestock loss
(d) Availability of Health services for livestock

(e) Cattle feed/ fodder availability

(f) Damage to agricultural infrastructure

6. Food/Nutrition

(a) Availability of food/stocks
(1) Family
(2) Relief
(3) PDS

(4) Community Kitchen

Expected duration ofthe food stock
(c) Most affected groups

Infant

Children

Pregnant and lactating mothers
- Elderly

Yes / No

List

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Scale: 1 to 5 where 1 is no damages and 5 is
completely destroyed

Yes/No

List

Mm

Number

Yes/No

Number

Tonnes

Scale: 1 to 5 where 1 is no damages and 5 i
completely destroyed

Yes/No

Kg
Tonnes

Tonnes

Kg

Days
To be ticked
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(d) Where are the different groups located?
(e) Levels of malnutrition?
(f) Type of food required
(g) Total quantity/ration levels required
(h) How is the food supply and nutrition situation likely

to evolve in coming weeks/months?

1. 15. Secondary Threats

(a) Potentially hazardous sites

(b) Existence of epidemics
(c) Scarcity of Food
(d) Scarcity of Water
(e) Scarcity of Shelter
(f) Scarcity of Clothes
(g) Any other problem

16. Response

(a) Local: Govt. / NGOs/CSOs/lndividuals Type of assistance

(b) National:Govt./NGOs/CSOs

Type of assistance

(c) International: NGOs/ CSOs

Type of assistance

17. Logistic and Distribution system

(a) Availability of Storage facilities
(b) Means of transportation available

(c) Availability of Fuel
(d) Are there any distribution criteria already in place

Availability of manpower

18. Priority Needs
Search and Rescue:

(a) Need of Search and Rescue

Locally available
Needed from neighbouring districts
Needed from neighbouring States
(Indicate from where)

(b) Need of transportation and equipments:
- Boats

Anyother transportation (specify)
Special Equipments (specify)
Heavy equipments (specify)

(c) Need of shelter
- Temporary
- Permanents

Days
To be ticked

List

To be ticked

Description

To be ticked

Description

To be ticked

Description

Yes/No

List

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No
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Clothing:
(a) Children Clothing
(b) Adult clothing
(c) Winter clothing
(d) Blankets

(e) Bed Sheets Estimated quantity

1.1 Food Item:

(a) Pulses
(b) Grains
(c) Baby food
(d) Specialised food
(e) Cattle feeds/fodder

Water / sanitation:

(a) Potable water
(b) Chlorine powder and disinfectant
(c) Latrine
(d) Soap
(e) Detergent
(f) Insecticides
(g) Disinfestations of water body
(h) Manpower for carcass disposal

1.2 Health:

(A) Medical staff
(b) Medicines (specify)
(c) IVfluid
(d) ORS
(e) Vitamin A
(f) Vaccines
(g) Mobile units (quantity to be specified)
(h) Cold chain system

1.3 Education:

(a) Infrastructure temporary / permanent
(b) Teachers
(c) Teacher kits

(d) Reading materials
(e) Availability of mid-day meal

List

Crop/ Agriculture:
(a) Need of seeds
(b) Fertiliser, Pesticide
(c) Types of Seeds required
(d) Availability of local variety
(e) Availability of resources

Yes/No and specify location
Yes/No and specify location

Infrastructure:

(a) Repair of roads,
(b) Repair of railwaysand bridges
(c) Power supply
(d) Telecommunication
(e) Equipments required for restoration
(f) Manpower required

List

Number of Man days
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• Observation:

• Source of Information:

Site visit:

Interaction with affected population:

* Assessment Carried By:
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

portance of
this session

GWUrMrk

150 minutes

• Discuss various problems and solutions in a post disaster

scenario in thefollowing sectors:-

Education

- Health

Livelihood

- Shelter

Since this is the last formal session, it intends to give the participants

an overall understanding ofthe problems faced and the solutions for
various sectors like education, health, livelihood and shelter in a post

disaster scenario.The participants are expected to sit in groups and

discuss these issues and share it with the larger group for more

suggestions and comments. This will result in a common and greater
understanding amongst the participants present during the training
programme.
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SESSION

Enabling Objectives

Atthe end ofthe session, the participantswill beableto:

a) Understandvarious problemsthat ariseafter a disaster.

b) Suggest various solutions and

c) Understand the role ofNGOs in carrying out a needand
damage assessment in these sectors.

Participant Notes

Methods ofDelivery: Discussion and Presentation method along with sharing of experiences.

Approximate duration: 150 minutes
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SESSION

Duration

Main Points

Importance of
this session

Development of Action PlanDevelopment otAction Plan

60 minutes

• NGOs have a crucial role to play inhelping thecommunity to be
better prepared.

• Each NGO can take the responsibility of preparing the
community in itsarea ofoperation.

• To avoid duplication ofefforts, NGOs can prepare a plan of
action where they decide the area fortaking the initiative
and the time frame inwhichthe assigned task could be
completed.

Thesession is one ofthe mostimportant sessions as itwould help the
participants/NGOs avoid replication and duplication of efforts in
helping the community to be better prepared. The involvement of
NGOs in the preparedness process will be of immense help for the
community to effectivelyface any disaster.
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SESSION

Participant
Workbook Development of Action Plan

Participant Notes

Enabling Objectives

At the end ofthe session,the participants will be able to:

• Understand the role of the NGOs

• Identify clearly their area of operation and the time frame for

the completion ofthe assignment.

Methods of Delivery: Discussion and presentation method

Approximate duration: 60 minutes
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SESSION Evaluation and feedback .
Evaluation and Feedback

Session-wise Feedback by Participants

Kindly comment on the following
a. Participant Workbook:

• Content

Sequencing of session

Amount of Information (too much, too little, just right)

b. Session Delivery:

• Content covered

Time

Use of methods (presentation,exercises demonstration and others)

Interactivity with participant
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Session 3: Institutional Framework of Disaster Management in India?

Session 4: Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction with Development

Session 5: Who are the Stakeholders in DRM?

Session 6: DRM Practitioners, Role, Responsibilities and Opportunities

Session 7: Feedback and Closing of Day 1
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Session 13: Gender Mainstreaming in Planning Process

Session 14: Feedback and Closing of Day 2

DAY 3

Session 15: Recap of Day 2

jssion 16: Need and Damage Assessment

ession 17: Group Work
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Session 18: Development of Action Plan
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V;'aJedictory and Closing
valedictory and Closrng

Duration

Importance of

this session

45 minutes

This session is very important as participants share their experiences
during the three-day training.The feedback received from participants
would help the organisers to be better equipped for training
programmes in the future.

This session also reaffirms the plan ofaction designed by the
participants.

Methods of Delivery: Discussion.

Approximate duration: 45 Minutes
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ANNEXUR Glossary ofTerms

Terminology: Basic terms ofdisaster risk reductionThe ISDR Secretariat presents these basic definitions on
DRR in order to promote a common understanding on this subject, for use by the public, authorities and
practitioners. The terms are based on a broad consideration of different international sources. This is a
continuing effort to be reflected in future reviews, responding to a need expressed in several international
venues, regional discussions and national commentary. Feedback from specialists and other practitioners to
improvethesedefinitionswill be mostwelcome.

Acceptable risk

Biological hazard

Building codes

Capacity

Capacity building

The level of loss a society or community considers acceptable
given existing social, economic, political, cultural, technical and
environmental conditions.

In engineering terms, acceptable risk is also used to assess structural
and non-structural measures undertaken to reduce possible
damage at a level which does not harm people and property,
according tocodes or"acceptedpractice"based,among other issues,
onaknown probabilityofhazard.

Processes of organic origin or those conveyed by biological
vectors, including exposure to pathogenic micro-organisms,
toxins and bioactive substances, which maycause the lossof life
or injury, property damage, social and economic disruption or
environmental degradation.
Examples of biological hazards: outbreaks of epidemic diseases,
plant or animal contagion, insect plagues and extensive
infestations.

Ordinances and regulations controlling the design, construction,
materials, alteration and occupancy of any structure to insure
human safety and welfare. Building codesinclude bothtechnical
and functional standards.

Acombinationofall the strengths and resources available within
a community, society ororganization that canreduce the level of
risk, or the effects of a disaster.
Capacity may include physical, institutional, social or economic
means as well as skilled personal or collective attributes such as
leadership and management. Capacity may also be described as
capability.

Efforts aimed to develop human skills or societal infrastructures
within a communityor organization needed to reduce the level
of risk.
In extended understanding, capacity building such as technology at
different levels and sectors of the society. This also includes
developmentofinstitutional,financial,politicalandotherresources.
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Climate change

Coping capacity

Counter measures

Disaster

The climate of a place or region is changed ifover an extended
period (typically decades or longer) there is a statistically
significant change in measurements of either the mean state or
variability ofthe climateforthat placeor region.
Changes inclimate maybeduetonaturalprocesses ortopersistent
anthropogenic changes inatmosphere or in land use.Note that the
definition ofclimatechange usedin the United Nations Framework
Convention onClimate Change is more restricted, asitincludes only
those changes which areattributable directlyorindirectly tohuman
activity.

The means by which people or organizations use available
resources and abilities to face adverse consequences that could
lead to a disaster.

In general, thisinvolves managing resources, both in normaltimes
as well asduring crises or adverse conditions. The strengthening of
coping capacities usuallybuildsresiliencetowithstand theeffectsof
naturalandhuman-induced hazards.

All measures taken to counterand reduce disaster risk.They most
commonly refer to engineering (structural) measures but can
also include non-structural measures and tools designed and
employed to avoid or limitthe adverse impact of natural hazards
and related environmental and technological disasters.

A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a
society causing widespread human, material, economic or
environmental losses which exceed the ability of the affected
community or society to cope using its own resources.
A disaster is a function of the risk process. It results from the
combination ofhazards, conditions ofvulnerabilityandinsufficient
capacity or measures to reduce the potential negative
consequences ofrisk.

The systematic process of using administrative decisions,
organization, operational skills and capacities to implement
policies, strategies and coping capacities of the society and
communities to lessen the impacts of natural hazards and
related environmental and technological disasters. This
comprises all forms of activities, including structural and non
structural measures to avoid (prevention) or to limit (mitigation
and preparedness) adverse effects of hazards.

The conceptual framework of elements considered with the
possibilities to minimize vulnerabilities and disaster risks
throughouta society, to avoid (prevention) orto limit (mitigation
and preparedness) the adverse impacts of hazards, within the
broadcontextofsustainabledevelopment.
The disaster risk reduction framework iscomposed ofthe following
fields ofaction, asdescribed in ISDR's publication 2002 "Living with
Risk:aglobalreviewofdisasterreduction initiatives",page23:
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Early warning

Ecosystem

El Nino-southern oscillation

(ENSO)

Emergency management

Risk awareness and assessment including hazard analysis
and vulnerability/capacityanalysis;

Knowledge development including education, training,
research and information;

Public commitment and institutional frameworks,
including organisational, policy, legislation and
communityaction;

Application of measures including environmental
management, land-use andurban planning, protection of
critical facilities, application of science and technology,
partnershipandnetworking,andfinancial instruments;

Early warning systems including forecasting, dissemination of
warnings,preparedness measures andreaction capacities.

The provision of timely and effective information, through
identified institutions, that allows individuals exposed to a
hazard to take action to avoid or reduce their riskand prepare for
effective response.
Early warning systems include a chain of concerns, namely:
understanding and mapping the hazard; monitoring and
forecasting impending events; processing and disseminating
understandable warnings to political authorities and the
population, and undertaking appropriate and timely actions in
response to the warnings.

Acomplex set of relationships ofliving organisms functioning as
a unit and interacting with their physical environment.
The boundariesofwhatcouldbecalledanecosystemaresomewhat
arbitrary, depending onthe focus ofinterestorstudy.Thus theextent
of an ecosystem may range from very small spatial scales to,
ultimately, theentireEarth (IPCC, 2001).

A complex interaction of the tropical Pacific Ocean and the
global atmosphere that results in irregularly occurring episodes
of changed ocean and weather patterns in many parts of the
world, often with significant impacts, such as altered marine
habitats, rainfallchanges, floods, droughts, and changes in storm
patterns.
The El Nino partof ENSO refers to the well-above-average ocean
temperatures along the coasts ofEcuador, Peru and northern Chile
andacross theeastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, while theSouthern
Oscillation refers to the associated global patterns of changed
atmospheric pressure and rainfall. La Nina is approximately the
opposite condition to El Nino. Each El Nino or La Nina episode
usuallylasts forseveralseasons.

The organization and management of resources and
responsibilities for dealing with all aspects of emergencies, in
particularly preparedness,responseand rehabilitation.
Emergency management involves plans, structures and
arrangements established to engage the normal endeavours of
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Environmental impact
assessment (EIA)

Environmental degradation

Forecast

Geological hazard

Geographic information
systems (GIS)

Greenhouse gas (GHG)

government, voluntary and private agencies in a comprehensive
and coordinated way to respond to the whole spectrum of
emergencyneeds. This isalsoknown asdisastermanagement.

Studies undertaken in order to assess the effecton a specified
environment ofthe introduction of any new factor, which may
upset the current ecological balance.
EIA is a policy making tool that serves to provide evidence and
analysis ofenvironmental impacts ofactivities from conception to
decision-making. It isutilised extensively in nationalprogramming
andfor internationaldevelopment assistanceprojects. An EIA must
include a detailed risk assessment and provide alternatives
solutions oroptions.

The reduction of the capacity of the environment to meet social
and ecological objectives, and needs.
Potential effects are varied and may contribute to an increase in
vulnerabilityandthefrequencyandintensityofnaturalhazards.

Some examples: land degradation, deforestation, desertification
wildland fires, loss of biodiversity, land, water and air pollution,
climatechange,sealevelrise andozonedepletion.,

Definite statement or statistical estimate ofthe occurrence of a
future event(UNESCO,WMO).
This term isusedwith differentmeanings in differentdisciplines

Naturalearth processes or phenomena that maycause the lossof
life or injury, property damage, social andeconomic disruption
or environmental degradation. Geological hazard includes
internal earth processes or tectonic origin, such as earthquakes,
geological fault activity, tsunamis, volcanic activity andemissions
as wellas externalprocesses such as mass movements: landslides,
rockslides, rock falls or avalanches, surfaces collapses, expansive
soils and debris ormud flows.

Geological hazards can be single, sequential orcombined in their
origin and effects.

Analysis that combine relational databases with spatial
interpretation and outputs often in form of maps. A more
elaborate definition is that of computer programmes for
capturing, storing, checking, integrating, analysing and
displaying data about the earth that is spatially referenced.
Geographical information systems are increasingly being utilised
forhazardand vulnerabilitymapping andanalysis,as wellasforthe
application ofdisasterriskmanagementmeasures.

A gas, such as water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane,
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), that absorbs and re-emits infrared radiation, warming
the earth's surface and contributing to climate change (UNEP,
1998).
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Hazard analysis

Hydro meteorological
hazards

La Nina

Land-use planning

Mitigation

Natural hazards

Apotentially damaging physical event, phenomenon or human
activity that maycause the loss oflife or injury, propertydamage,
social and economic disruption or environmental degradation.

Hazards can include latent conditions that may represent future
threats and can have different origins: natural (geological, hydro
meteorological and biological) or induced by human processes
(environmental degradation and technological hazards). Hazards
can be single, sequential or combined in their origin and effects.
Each hazardischaracterized byitslocation, intensity, frequency and
probability.

Identification, studies and monitoring of any hazard to
determine its potential, origin,characteristicsand behaviour.

Natural processes or phenomena of atmospheric, hydrological
or oceanographic nature, which may cause the loss of life or
injury, property damage, social and economic disruption or
environmental degradation.
Hydrometeorological hazards include: floods, debris and mud
floods; tropical cyclones,storm surges, thunder/hailstorms, rain and
wind storms, blizzards and other severe storms; drought,
desertification, wildland fires, temperature extremes, sand or dust
storms; permafrost and snow or ice avalanches.
Hydrometeorological hazards can be single, sequential or
combined in theiroriginand effects.

(see El Nino-Southern Oscillation).

Branch of physical and socio-economic planning that
determines the means and assesses the values or limitations of
various options in which land is to be utilized, with the
corresponding effects on different segments ofthe population
or interests of a community taken into account in resulting
decisions.

Land-use planning involves studies and mapping, analysis of
environmental and hazard data, formulation of alternative land-
use decisions and design of a long-range plan for different
geographicalandadministrativescales.

Land-useplanning can help tomitigatedisastersandreducerisks by
discouraging high-density settlements and construction of key
installations in hazard-prone areas, control of population density
and expansion, and in the siting of service routes for transport,
power, water, sewageandothercritical facilities.

Structural and non-structural measures undertaken to limit the
adverse impact of natural hazards, environmental degradation
and technological hazards.

Natural processes orphenomena occurring inthe biosphere that
may constitute a damaging event.
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Preparedness

Prevention

Public awareness

Public information

Recovery

Relief/response

Resilience/resilient

Natural hazards can be classified by origin namely: geological,
hydrometeorological or biological. Hazardous events can vary in
magnitude orintensity, frequency, duration, area ofextent, speedof
onset, spatialdispersion andtemporalspacing.

Activities and measures taken in advance to ensure effective
response to the impact of hazards, including the issuance of
timely and effective early warnings and the temporary
evacuation ofpeopleandpropertyfrom threatened locations.

Activities to provide outrightavoidance ofthe adverse impact of
hazards and means to minimize related environmental,
technological and biologicaldisasters.
Depending on social and technical feasibility and cost/benefit
considerations, investing inpreventive measures isjustifiedinareas
frequently affected bydisasters. In the context ofpublic awareness
andeducation, related todisaster risk reduction changing attitudes
andbehaviourcontribute topromoting a "cultureofprevention".

The processes of informing the general population, increasing
levels of consciousness about risks and how people can act to
reduce their exposure to hazards. This is particularly important
for public officials in fulfilling their responsibilities to save lives
and property in the event ofa disaster. Public awareness activities
foster changes in behaviour leading towards a culture of risk
reduction. This involves public information, dissemination,
education, radio ortelevision broadcasts, use ofprinted media, as
well as, the establishment ofinformation centres andnetworks and
communityandparticipation actions

Information,facts and knowledge provided or learned as a result
ofresearch orstudy, available to bedisseminated tothe public.

Decisions and actions taken after a disaster with a view to
restoring or improving the pre-disaster living conditions of the
stricken community, while encouraging and facilitating
necessary adjustments to reduce disaster risk.
Recovery (rehabilitation and reconstruction) affords an
opportunitytodevelopandapplydisasterriskreduction measures.

The provision of assistance or intervention during or
immediately after a disaster to meet the life preservation and
basic subsistence needs of those people affected. Itcan be of an
immediate, short-term, or protracted duration.

The capacity of a system, community or society potentially
exposed to hazards to adapt, by resisting or changing inorderto
reach and maintain an acceptable level of functioning and
structure. This is determined by the degree to which the social
system is capable of organizing itself to increase its capacityfor
learning from past disasters for better future protection and to
improve risk reduction measures.
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Retrofitting
(or upgrading)

Reinforcement of structures to become more resistant and
resilient to theforces ofnatural hazards.
Retrofitting involves consideration ofchanges in the mass, stiffness,
damping, loadpath and ductility of materials, as well as radical
changes such astheintroduction ofenergyabsorbing dampers and
base isolation systems. Examples of retrofitting includes the
consideration ofwindloadingtostrengthen and minimize thewind
force, orinearthquakeproneareas, thestrengthening ofstructures.

The probability of harmful consequences, or expected losses
(deaths, injuries, property, livelihoods, economic damaged)
resulting from interactions between natural or human-induced
hazards and vulnerable conditions.

Conventionally risk is expressed by the notation
Risk - Hazards x Vulnerability. Some disciplines also include the
concept ofexposure to refer particularly to the physical aspects of
vulnerability.

Beyond expressing a possibility of physical harm, it is crucial to
recognize that risks are inherent orcan becreated orexist within
social systems. It is important to consider the social contexts in
which risks occurand thatpeople therefore donot necessarilyshare
thesame perceptions of risk and their underlying causes, activity
disruptedorenvironment.
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Technological hazards

Vulnerability

Wild land fire

organization on the environment's ability to meet present and
the future needs. (BrundtlandCommission, 1987).
Sustainable development is based on socio-cultural development,
political stability and decorum, economic growth and ecosystem
protection.which all relate to disasterriskreduction.

Danger originating from technological or industrial accidents,
dangerous procedures, infrastructure failures or certain human
activities, which may cause the loss of life or injury, property
damage, social and economic disruption or environmental
degradation.
Some examples: industrial pollution, nuclear activities and
radioactivity, toxic wastes, dam failures; transport, industrial or
technologicalaccidents (explosions, fires,spills).

The conditions determined by physical, social, economic, and
environmental factors or processes, which increase the
susceptibility ofa community to the impact of hazards.
Forpositive factors, which increase the abilityofpeople to cope with
hazards,seedefinition ofcapacity.

Any fire occurring in vegetation areas regardless of ignition
sources, damages or benefits.
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Disaster Risk Mam

Repeated disasters threaten sustainable development. Disasters destroy decades of human efforts and
investments towards development, thereby placing heavy demands on society for reconstruction and
rehabilitation. Between the years 1991 to 2000, Asia has accounted for 83% ofthe population affected by
disasters globally. Within Asia, 24 percent of deaths due to disasters occur in India, on account of its size,
population and vulnerability. The Indian sub-continent is highly prone to natural disasters. Geographically
floods affect 40million hectares ofthe land, cyclones affect particularly the eastandwestcoastal areas and 59
percent oftheland is vulnerable toearthquakes. High level ofrisks combined with low levels oflocal capacity
to cope with the hazards result inmajor lossof lives, property and livelihood.

Disaster Risk Management Programme:
The Gol (Government of India) and UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) Disaster Risk
Management programme provides support to the Government to set up an institutional framework
addressing issues of disaster preparedness, response, prevention and mitigation. In addition, a sub
component ofthe programme focuses onearthquake vulnerability reduction in 38cities falling in zones III to
V(medium to high riskto Earthquakes) having a population of more than halfa millioneach.

The progarmme objectives are:

Capacitybuilding to institutionalizesystems forDRM inthe government

Support preparation of participatory multi-hazard preparedness plans, through preparation of
response and mitigation plans for disaster risk management at state, district, block, and village and
ward level in 176 mostmulti-hazard pronedistricts of17 selected states(roughly covering 30percent
of India's population).

Awareness generation andeducation programmes in disaster risk reduction andrecovery

Networking knowledge on effective approaches, methodsand tools for disaster risk management,
developing and promoting policyframeworksat state and national levels.

a.

b.

c.

d.

TheDRM programme is being funded under a multi donor framework of$41 million. Apart from UNDP other
donors suchas the European Union ( EU), the United States Agency for International Development (USAID),
the Government of Japan, the Australian Agency for International development (AUSAID), Department of
International Development (DFID), the European Commission Humanitarian Aid Office (ECHO) and United
Nations International Strategy for Disaster reduction (UNISDR) are part of this framework.

The useand sharing of information inthismoduleisencouraged, with due acknowledgement of the source.

For more information contact:

National Disaster Management Division III
Ministry of Home Affairs Government Of India
North Block, New Delhi -110011
www.mha.nic.in

United Nations Development Programme
55 Lodi estate, P.O. Box: 3059

New Delhi-110003 INDIA

www.undp.org.in

Forany queries please email: info.in.undp.org
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